











































Translating a musical, it sounds easy, but it is not easy at all. Besides the usual translation problems, like keeping the right tone of voice, a translator should also keep in mind that the text is to be sung. Moreover, the songs are often put in a certain shape, directed by rhyme and rhythm.  
In the first part of this thesis I will discuss five important principles, based on Low’s pentathlon and offer solutions for problems and the view of other critics on Low’s ideas. I will use several musicals to illustrate and explain the points I will raise. After that I will take a look at the opinions and views of some well-known Dutch and Flemish translators of musicals. At the end of this thesis I will translate three songs from the musical Starlight Express. I will discuss the problems I have had to deal with concerning translating these songs. 




When translating a musical a translator has to deal with the normal problems like culture-specific elements, false friends (words that are easily translated incorrectly because they resemble a word in the target language), and tone of voice. However, besides this, there are also a number of problems that only come up while translating musicals. Peter Low wrote about these specific problems in his essays on “Song Translation and the Question of Rhyme” (2001) and “Singable Translations of Songs” (2003) and presented the following idea: Translating songs is like a pentathlon, where the five principles should keep each other balanced. These principles are: Singability, Sense, Naturalness, Rhythm, and Rhyme. It is allowed to pay less attention to a principle if it supports another one. With every translation problem the translator must decide which principles are most important and which are less important. Nevertheless, every principle must be taken into account. According to Low the translator  cannot choose to leave out a principle. Every principle must be represented in the translation. I have to disagree with this point of view, though. In some cases, for instance, rhyme is not an issue in a musical number. I will show a typical case of this in section 3.1. Naturalness can also be deleted in some cases, for instance when a song is not supposed to be natural, because it is sung in a fantasy world in a musical. I will discuss this further later on as well.
Now I will discuss the principles one by one. While discussing the principles I will illustrate these with examples. I will use abbreviations when I am quoting from a musical, when I add an ‘N’ to the abbreviations it means that it is a Dutch translation.
I will include theories from other specialists to give a broader view on the translation of musicals. This way I will portray the ideas that have been written about concerning the translation of songs.

1.1 Singability
The translation of a musical can serve many purposes, for instance, as subtitles for a film version of a musical or to be read instead of performed. In this thesis I will only focus on translations that serve to be used for performance. One of the main objectives here is that a translation is singable. Low explains why: 

a singable song-translation requires ‘performability’. It must function effectively as an oral text delivered at performance speed — whereas with a written text the reader has a chance to pause, reflect or even re-read. (Low 2003, 7)

Another aspect of singability is the highlighting of particular words in the source text by musical means — they may be high-pitched, for example, or marked fortissimo. In these cases the composer is giving them special prominence. Such highlighted words should ideally be translated at the same location, because otherwise the sequential focus of the line will be altered and the musical emphasis will fall on a different word. (Low 2003, 8) 









Zál ik het zien… (WSSN)

The song starts with long notes at the end of the first two lines: “Wie weet, Misschien” (WSSN). Both the 'ee' in 'weet' and the 'ie' in 'misschien' are long notes. Since these are long vowels this matches perfectly. The next four lines end with short vowels: ‘niet’, ‘wordt’, ‘kómt’, and ‘binnenkort’.
The Dutch short o-vowel is used three times and the Dutch short ie-vowel once, this last sound is followed by a ‘t’ which transforms the ie-sound into a short sound, while earlier in the song this was a long vowel. The next line ends in a long note and thus a long vowel: “zál ik het zien...” (WSSN). The dots after ‘zien’ suggest that it is a long note and thus the long Dutch ie-vowel is used again. The ‘n' at the end of the word makes it possible to transform the ‘ie’ into a long vowel, this in contrast to when the ie-vowel is followed by a ‘t’. Hence, the translator paid close attention to singability. Also, a reason to preserve these long and short notes could be to preserve the character of the song. The boy who sings it is dreamy and excited at the same time, hence the change in long and short sounds.
The height of a note also influences the way a vowel will sound. The Dutch aa-vowel is easy to sing on a high note, but the short e-vowel is difficult to perform on a high note. Seth Gaaikema, however, has put a short vowel, being the Dutch short e-vowel, on a high note in his translation of The Phantom of the Opera (PO). The musical is about a man who grew up in the cellars of an opera house in Paris. He falls in love with Christine, a girl with a beautiful voice. In the song De spiegel (Engel, mijn muze), where Christine is lured away from her dressing room by the phantom, one of the lines begins with a high note and the word that is put here is “Engel” (PON), this is very difficult to sing. From my point of view, the line “Engel en maestro” (PON) could have been switched, this way it would have been: Maestro en engel. This verse does not contain rhyme, so there is no specific reason why these words have to be put in this order. A reason could have been that the word “maestro” (PON) is on a high note as well. However, it makes a huge difference whether a high note is at the beginning of a line or not.
When the translator  looks at Singability he should also look at rhythm, phrases and stress. When one of these is wrong, the sentence does not work anymore or a word sounds strange. When a song is translated in such a way that it cannot be sung, while this was the purpose of the translation, the translation is of no use and is just a waste of work.
Another aspect that must be taken into account is the word order. Gene Lees says in The Modern Rhyming Dictionary (1981) ‘Do not, if it can possibly be avoided, begin a word with the same consonant that ended the preceding word’ (Lees, 22), for this is difficult to sing and a singer might stumble over it, besides this it sounds unnatural. Either a singer will sing these two words as one or he will separate them too much and an unnatural ‘silence’ will be heard between them. Apart from that, consonant clusters in words that follow each other can be real tongue-twisters. This is never nice for a singer.




It is the translator's job to translate the sense of the original as correctly as he can. However, this does not mean that the text should just be literally translated. It is perfectly acceptable to translate more freely to adjust the text to the culture of the target language or to the music. There are limits though; after all, the translator is trying to bring the same musical, only in a different language. This translation problem can also be found in the translation of texts. In songs ‘meaning remains an important criterion, save in some exceptional cases like nonsense songs, but the definition of acceptable accuracy can be wider here than in other translating’ (Low 2003, 8). The translator will always have to decide how close he will stay to the original and how he will translate cultural elements. Diederik Grit says about this in his essay 'De vertaling van realia’ that there are three important things to consider when a text is being translated. The first is to find out what kind of text it is, in this case a musical or song text. The second is what the text is meant for, in this case to be performed. The third is to find out what the target group is, for whom is the musical meant? In general, when the musical is meant for young people it is easier to keep foreign elements than for slightly older people. In the Netherlands it is usually possible to keep the ‘foreign elements’, but sometimes a director does decide to naturalise these elements. The translator will have to follow the wish of the director in this.
Holmes says about poetry: 

[A translator is] first of all confronted with the problem that he has to ‘shift’ the original poem – not only to a different linguistic context, but almost always to a different literary intertext and socio-cultural situation as well. (Holmes, 275) 

This goes for songs as well. Therefore, Sense can be linked to culture-specific elements. They can be preserved, or they can be replaced or even left out. According to Holmes ‘translators today tend to modernise and naturalise the linguistic context’ (Holmes 277).  But it goes much further; a musical will enter a different culture that is sometimes used to different music as well. In this case every word and sentence has to be adapted to the target language. In English the word ‘please’ is used much for example. However, when the word ‘alsjeblieft’ is used much in the Dutch translation the Sense of the song would change. Therefore, Sense is not about preserving words, it is about adapting a text to the target culture to preserve the idea and feeling behind a song. 
How close the translator will stay to the original can also depend on the music. In the musical Bombay Dreams, for instance, the music contains Indian elements and so do the lyrics. The translator would probably be asked to preserve these elements, because the musical wants to give a sense of the Indian culture, or rather, the Bollywood culture. Very likely the Indian words that are spoken in the musical will be preserved as well.
Now I will discuss a number of translations and see how close they are to the original and why the translator might have made this choice. Because sometimes it is perfectly acceptable to deviate from the original lines and does it improve the translation; while at other times it is possible to stay very close to the source and come up with a good translation as well. It is for the translator to decide how close to stay to the source text.
In the musical My Fair Lady (MFL), about a girl from the gutters who is taught by Professor Higgins to speak like a lady, one of the biggest challenges is presumably the speech exercises of Eliza. This is because these speech exercises cannot be translated word for word, since it is the sound that matters and not the word itself. At the same time this means that the translator can put in any sentence he likes, as long as the sounds are correct. He should keep in mind though that these should be suitable exercises to lose a plat-Amsterdams accent. The sentences that Eliza uses to practice to lose her Cockney accent are: “The rain in Spain stays mainly in the plain” (MFL), “In Hartford, Hereford, and Hampshire hurricanes hardly happen” (MFL) and “How kind of you to let me come” (MFL). Translated literally the Dutch sentences could not be of any use for a speech exercise, except perhaps for the last sentence where it is not about the sounds itself, but the intonation and register. Therefore the translator can translate it literally and leave it to the actress to find the right pronunciation. Of course it is possible to find Dutch examples of speech exercises, but it also has to fit to the music. The stresses must remain at the right places and the lyrics must fit the melody, rhythm, etcetera. Gaaikema came up with the following solutions: “Het Spaanse graan heeft de orkaan doorstaan” (MFLN), “Op verre vervuilde vlaktes vriest het vreselijk vinnig” (MFLN) and “Ik zie u zo bijzonder graag” (MFLN). In my opinion these are perfect solutions, although the word 'vervuilde' is a bit strange in this context. It is acceptable however, since it is a speech exercise. The level of difficulty is similar to the English sentences. Therefore, these sentences still portray how hard these exercises are for Eliza. Plus, they are the same kind of exercise: a vowel exercise, a consonant exercise, and an intonation and sounds exercise respectively.
The lyrics of the song Without you, from the same musical, is largely different from the lyrics of the same song in Dutch Zonder jou. The song is about Eliza, stating to Professor Higgins that she can do perfectly without him. In the English version there are many culture specific elements, like “England” (MFL), “Hartford, Heresford and Hampshire” (MFL) and “Windsor Castle” (MFL). In the Dutch version, these elements are left out. They are not adjusted to the Dutch culture, but the sentences have been neutralised. When focussing on the lyrics, this song is an adaptation rather than a translation. To illustrate this I will quote a verse from the English song and after that the same verse of the Dutch translation.

There'll be spring ev'ry year without you. 
England still will be here without you. 
There'll be fruit on the tree; 
And a shore by the sea; 
There'll be crumpets and tea without you. 
Art and music will thrive without you. 
Somehow Keats will survive without you. 
And there still will be rain on that plain down in Spain, 
Even that will remain without you. 
I can do without you. (MFL)

In Dutch this as translated as:

't Wordt ook maart en april zonder jou
En de avond is stil zonder jou
En het strand bij de zee
en de cake bij de thee
- Wat een heerlijk idee!-
zonder jou!

Het is 'zzzeer aangenaam' zzzzonder jou, 
''k pik een pils'zonder schaamte voor jou
en het 'graan gaat eraan'
door een 'Spaanse orkaan',





The way the song has been built up has also been changed. Even though the melody stays similar, the sentences have become shorter. Besides, in Dutch a sound effect has been added by prolonging the z-sound in the first line of the second half. Though the original can still be read between the lines in the translation, much of new meanings have been added. In this song the idea behind the song is more important than the exact lyrics. The song is sung by Eliza. She sings to professor Higgings. She makes it very clear that she can do without him. The theme of the song is that the earth will keep turning without Higgins, and that she can survive without him as well. This theme is clearly displayed in both the translation and the original.
Some questionable choices are made in the translation of The Wiz (TW). The language of the Dutch version is of a highly vulgar register and contains many curses and foul language. This is not the case in the English version. For instance, in English there is the song Don’t nobody bring me no bad news, song by the wicked witch Sadista​[2]​. The Dutch title of this song is ‘Geen gezeik’. This is a lower register than in English and could also have been translated with ‘Geen slecht nieuws’. ‘Slecht nieuws’ fits perfectly on ‘gezeik’ and could have been used just as well. It is not just a shift in meaning, but a shift in register. The influence in the musical is huge though. In a way the translator, Martine Bijl, did use the same register, but there would have been other ways to translate it as well. For instance, she could have translated this with a lower class accent, like ‘Geen geseur’ to preserve the vulgar way of speech. 




He's the only one,
who can give your wish right to ya.
He's the Wizard.
He'll send you back through time
by running magic through ya.
All of the super power's his.
Listen and I'll tell you where he is.

He's the Wiz and he lives in Oz.
He's the Wizard.
There's the way to Emerald city.
That's not too far, is it?
He's the Wizard.
Just take your dilemma, child,
And lay it on the Wizard.
He'll fix you a drink
that'll bubble and foam.
And in a flash
you will be home. (TW)

In Dutch it says in this same part of the song:

Ga maar gauw naar de groene stad
Want dan weet je waar de Wiz is
Zoek’m op en wees niet bang
Vertel hem wat er mis is
En niets waar hij niet wat op weet
Dus ik vertel nog één keer hoe die heet

’t is de Wiz en hij woont in Oz
En hij tovert

Die je brengt waar je wezen wil
En je dromen waar kan maken
Die van die bubbelende drankjes brouwt
Die héél erg smerig smaken
Drink op, slik door en dan sla je een kruis

Slok slik gàdverdamme baaaa-aaaah

En voor je ’t weet… ben jij weer thuis (TWN)

To start with, in English it says: ‘He's the only one,/who can give your wish right to ya’ (TW). This can be found in the first verse of the English quote. In Dutch these words appear later in the song. ‘En je dromen waar kan maken’ (TWN) is postponed to the second half of the Dutch quote. In the second half of the English quote the ‘Emerald city’ (TW) is mentioned, while in Dutch this reference is made right at the beginning of the quote: ‘de groene stad’ (TWN). This kind of shifts can provide a handy solution while translating a musical. What I do not like about the song is once more the foul language that is used. In Dutch it says ‘Slok slik gàdverdamme baaaa-aaaah’ (TWN), but this is not mentioned at all in English. It does not add to the meaning or even the song itself and only helps degrading the musical as a whole.











From the pretty boy front man
Who wasted opportunity (R)





Een lied voordat ik ga
Glorie, 
Een lied als testament




Die alle kansen heeft verknald (RN)

The translator stays close to the original, this way keeping the same sense the original has, simple and touching. There are some small shifts, but the sentences can perfectly well be compared and the correspondence be seen. Another part of this translation that is worth mentioning is from the same song. The English line is ‘Time flies - time dies’ (R), which is translated with ‘Tijd loopt, tijd doodt’ (RN). All elements have been preserved, the meaning stays the same and so do the poetic sense and the double meaning. The repetitions and rhyme are still part of the song, even though it is imperfect rhyme. Besides all this, the sense of dramatic irony has been preserved; the characters in the musical will all die of Aids at some point, some even during the performance. Their life is literally ticking away. Until it is time to die they spend their days with dreams and trying to survive. Roger wants to write one hit song before he dies, for he has Aids too and he knows he might not have long before he dies. This understanding is strongly portrayed in the song. 
The duet Light my candle is less poetic and basically a conversation put on music:

MIMI
Just haven't eaten much today





Your smile reminded me of

MIMI
I always remind people of who is she?

ROGER
She died, Her name was April





Sorry about your friend
Would you light my candle? (R)

This is a random quote from this song. What is most noticeable is that they react to what the other person has said. The conversation is a bit awkward and this can be read from the text. When listening to it or seeing this song this becomes even more apparent. Furthermore, Mimi is only half involved in this conversation, for meanwhile she is looking for her ‘stuff’. In the Dutch translation all this is put in the song as well:

MIMI:
Gewoon een lege maag, vandaar
Het houdt al op met draaien
Laat me maar... Wat?

ROGER:
Zomaar, je lach die lijkt op die van...

MIMI:




Ze is dood, ze heette April

MIMI:
Hij ging weer uit, sorry hoor van haar...
Kom en steek mijn kaars aan (RN)

‘Hij ging weer uit’ (RN) is about the candle. Then she zooms in on the conversation again 'sorry hoor van haar' (RN). At some places Cohen has added or deleted notes, but the music still sounds natural and the lyrics can be sung really easily. When I also keep in mind how close the lyrics resemble the original I have to admire this translation. 
Though earlier I might have given a different impression, it is not necessary for the lyrics to stay close to the original. I portrayed this with My Fair Lady. There the lyrics are very different from the original, but it is still a very good translation.

1.3 Naturalness
Ernst-August Gutt says: 

Unnaturalness’ in translated texts often seems to involve gratuitous processing effort on the receptor audience’s part: perhaps due to interference from the original language or insuffient mastery of the receptor language, the expression used by the translator may turn out to require more than optimal processing cost on the audience’s part. (Gutt, 389)

Low responds to this by saying: “In songs, of course, processing time cannot be lengthened at will, unlike written texts, which permit slow reading and even re-reading” (Low 2003, 10). What Low does not mention, though, is that it is not always necessary to understand every word or sentence in a song. This can be due to repetitions, or because there is an overall theme that is expressed.
The question of Naturalness can also be found when translating poetry. However, in this case the natural lyrics can be used to set these songs apart from the unnatural lyrics. I will discuss this in greater detail later on in this thesis.
Generally speaking a song in a musical is used to tell a story. It is part of the overall story. This could be both a solo and a duet, and also something sung by (part of) the entire cast. The way the language is built up should resemble normal speech, like conversations and monologues. This way the audience will be aware of the fact that a story is being told. In some cases, however, naturalness is not important. This is when there is not much naturalness in the original either and this is done on purpose. This second condition is vital here. When it is not done on purpose the translator must decide what would be best for the musical. He must judge how much naturalness should be put in. The musical Cats, for instance, is based on poems by T.S. Eliot: Old Possum’s Book of Practical Cats. The Dutch translation is based on the translation by the poet Gerrit Komrij. Poetic and unnatural language is used, overall. However, when observing the text it can be seen that parts of the texts are very natural and that everyday speech is used.
	Unnatural use of language can also be found in the musical Crazy for You (CFY). The musical is about a theatre company struggling for financing to be able to produce their new show. If the lines from the following quote were to be spoken in real life they would sound unnatural. In the musical, however, it is accepted, because it suits the context. Now I will quote from the Dutch translation of the song Niet zeuren aan mijn kop:
Slecht nieuws, verdwijn,
‘k wil op termijn
Geen zorg en pijn -
Niet zeuren aan mijn kop
De beurs gaat slecht,
Verkeerd belegd
Is ’t echt, is ’t echt?
Ik ben aan het dansen,
Zeur niet aan mijn kop! (CFYN)

What immediately catches the eye is the excessive use of rhyme. Lines 1, 2, and 3 do rhyme, as well as lines 5, 6, and 7. As can be seen in the following quote, the same is true for the original. The rhyme scheme is preserved in the translation, but at the cost of naturalness. In English the lyrics seem more natural. The English title of the song is I can’t be bothered now.
Bad news go 'way!
Call 'round some day
In March or May -
I can't be bothered now.
My bonds and shares
May fall downstairs -
Who cares, who cares?
I'm dancing and I can't be bothered now! (CFY)

The translator will again and again have to decide how important naturalness is in a particular song. The director can also have a lot to say about this, and even the original author may have some influence. In general this is something that the translator should keep in mind; someone else is going to work with his translation, someone else will perform it. This is in contradiction with most other fields of translating, where the translation itself is the final product.
	With some musicals the choice to use unnatural language is made for a reason. Quite an extreme example of this can be found in the Dutch musical Kunt u mij de weg naar Hamelen vertellen, meneer? (H). In this musical a number of children and grown ups become trapped in another world, which is inside a mountain called Kei. This musical is full of word play and neologisms. The audience might not always know right away what is meant by the words that are spoken. And yet there is an obvious logic behind the words. For instance, Gruizel Gruis is speaking about “een broek en een jurk” (H) and how they become “warm van elkaar” (H). He talks here about Lidwientje en Bertam who are in love. The ice witch Wenzela lives “wijdweg” (H), meaning ‘far away’ and she goes “onder het mom” (H), or in Dutch ‘zich vermommen’, ‘disguise herself’. This unnatural use of language can also be found in some of the songs, like the one in the next quote. It is from the song Ik gaf mijn lief klein Madelein. It is sung by one of the princes who are in love with princess Madelein.
Ik gaf mijn lief klein Madelein
een keten van smaragd
Omdat ik mij gelukkig voel
wanneer zij naar mij lacht
Maar sinds ik haar de keten gaf
Gaat mij het lachen moeilijk af
Gaat mij het moeilijk af (H)

The character that sings this song, Prince Tor, is talking about a smaragden ketting, but calls it a “keten" (H). It is obvious what he means, but it sounds just different. In case this musical is ever translated, the translator will have to take this into account. The unnatural way of speech is one of the most important elements in the musical and cannot be left out.
	A different kind of musical that often uses unnatural speech in songs is musicals where songs are sung as songs, instead of just to tell a story​[4]​. What I mean by this is that a song is presented as a song by the character who sings it. This can be found for instance, the musical Cabaret (C), about singer Sally Bowes, who is looking for love, but has no chance to find this. Among other songs the song Money, Money, Money is used for a show within the musical. The chorus of the song is built up of repetitions, and though indirectly the song is important for the story, there is not a clear story within the song, nor natural use of speech:

Money makes the world go round
The world go round, the world go round
Money makes the world go round
It makes the world go round (C)

The lyrics are not natural and are obviously just meant for the song rather than the meaning.

















Dansen met dinges en dinges, weet ik veel

ENSEMBLE

















Dansen met hartstocht (CCN)





Dit gaat over de wereldberoemde nachtclub Copacabana, 
een dancing
Nee, 
Nee, nee, nee, nee, nee
De glamour Copacabana van vroeger
Ja, in 1947 
De oorlog is voorbij, de jongens zijn weer terug
en alles is weer nieuw
Iedereen lijkt wel verliefd, ja
Maar wie zijn daar?
Je moet toch beginnen met ’n meisje
maar niet zomaar ’n meisje
’t moet, ’t moet je droomprinses zijn 
met muziek in haar naam
Ze heette, ze heette… Lola
Ze kwam uit Tulsa, ja!
Net aangekomen, zo uit de trein
op Grand Central Station
Met twee koffers en een droom (CCN)

The changes in the song and hesitations are said out loud, through which the audience get a real sense of being an onlooker of Stephen/Tony’s creative process. It seems perfectly natural; this in contradiction with other situations where it sometimes seems like a songwriter is just creating the perfect song all at once. Later on, in the dream world of Stephen, a number of songs are performed and I will quote one of those next. The song Hier ben ik dan follows right after the last quote and here the shift takes place between Stephen’s real world and his dream world:

LOLA
Hier ben ik dan, zo uit de trein 
Helemaal uit Tulsa, Okla…nergens 
Waar zou mijn limousine zijn 
Dit is het uur U.
Het moment voor wereldroem 
Ik ben wel bang van binnen 
Maar winnen moet nu (CCN)

Differences between both quotes can be seen immediately. The first one contained simple words and some hesitations and struggles. In the second quote there is a more intricate use of words. It may seem in the last quote that ‘Okla…nergens’ (CCN) is meant as a hesitation, but it is not. Lola just wants to point out that Oklahoma lies in the middle of nowhere. In real life​[5]​ it is hard to find someone saying ‘dit is het uur U’, this is unnatural and obviously used just as a song text. The word ‘wereldroem’ (CCN) sounds unnatural as well; more natural would be ‘het moment om beroemd te worden’. However, that does not fit to the music. The lyrics are here subservient to the music, while in the two earlier quotes it was the other way around. The texts were what mattered and the music was just accompanying the text. Also the last line of the quote is unnatural “Maar winnen moet nu” (CCN); more natural would have been “Maar ik moet nu winnen”. However, this does not fit the music. So, once more, the text is made subservient to the music.
	Usually it is important to translate a text as naturally as possible, but there are exceptions. Therefore, the translator will always have to take a close look at the original and decide whether it contains natural or unnatural speech. After that he will have to ask himself whether there is a special reason for the natural or unnatural use of speech. In both Copacabana and Cabaret it is functional, for it divides the fantasy world within the show and the real world within the show. It can also happen that speech is unnatural, while it is meant to be natural. In this case a translator can decide to adapt the way of speech in his translation. To conclude, a translator could expect a text to be unnatural, but after a close look at it discover that it is natural. Therefore, it is important that a translator checks this before he starts working on the translation itself.

1.4 Rhythm
	Here I do not mean the rhythm in a sentence, as can be found in poetry and fiction. I mean the rhythm of the music that the words should fit to. Is the music fast or slow? Does it have a specific rhythm, like a waltz? These things are important for the translation of a song.
Rhythm is very important in a song. Among other things it displays the atmosphere of the song. The atmosphere is different when a song is sung in a different rhythm.
	When looking at rhythm there are two main things to keep in mind: How many notes are there and what are the note values? Besides that, it is also important to take a look at how the bars are built up. For there is a huge difference between bars with three times two notes and bars built up from two times three notes. For instance, the song The Perfect Year from Sunset Boulevard is a waltz. Therefore the count would be one, two, three, one, two, three. The lyrics are adjusted to this. When this would be changed into one, two, one, two, one, two the song would not be a waltz anymore and it would change drastically. The translator will have to take this into account.  As can be seen from the bars below, each bar is divided in two times three. This way it is clearly a waltz. By changing this to three times two it would be impossible to waltz on this song. 

Rhythm partly decides where the stresses are, this is another thing a translator should take into account. 
Dutch often needs more syllables than English and this can be tricky with translating. According to Noske “musical prosody requires that the rhythm and number of syllables be identical with those of the original lines” (Noske, 30). Low, on the other hand, states that even though “such an objective is indeed highly desirable (…) this articulation of it is too rigid” (Low 2003, 11). In some cases it is possible to add or delete syllables by adding or deleting notes. The translator can do this for example when two notes are at the same tone after each other. In this case the translator can leave one out, on condition that this note is not stressed. Another solution is to split a long note into two shorter ones. 
	In case it is really impossible to follow the original rhythm, the translator can choose to change it a little bit. This is easier when there are already different rhythms within the song, because the translator can use those rhythms where he needs them. Examples of this can be found in the musical Whistle Down the Wind (WDW). It is about a very Christian village, where a number of children are trying to hide a murderer, thinking he is Christ. Both in the song Cold and the song A Kiss is a Terrible Thing to Waste the text writer, Jim Steinman, uses different rhythms. Occasionally he adds a note or deletes one. The translator can choose at these places which rhythm to use. In the song Cold these additions are not always on the same note. They do, however, sound natural and the audience is not disturbed by these. 

In the second song A Kiss is a Terrible Thing to Waste the additions are at the same tone as the following note, but it has to be said that in this song there are many notes at the same tone. In the example below this can be seen both in the first and the second line.





	Rhyme is also sometimes important in poetry. It is not always a good thing to preserve this, though, because, as Holmes points out, “choosing a strict rhyme scheme and/or metric system means a serious constraint on further lexical and syntactic options of choice” (Holmes, 278). However, in songs it might help the singer; it might make it more singable to preserve rhyme. Also, rhyme seems to me one of the main features of a song, though is not strictly so that songs have to rhyme.
There are different kinds of rhyme, but end rhyme is used most. Overall it is difficult to translate this, because there are only so many words to choose from. After all, it should be a translation of the English word, but also rhyme with the Dutch word(s), like I showed with the musical Crazy for You.
	 In the cases were within a song the same expression is used over and over again, it could be necessary to use different solutions in the translation. For instance when the target language does not have a precise equivalent, the translator can choose to translate a part of the expression each time, so that altogether he has translated the full meaning of the expression. The translator can also do something like this when a certain expression does not fit the rhyme scheme. 
	It could be tricky to have to come up with words with the same end rhyme. As a result these words could appear unnatural and farfetched. A simple trick could be to first come up with the words at the end and then work backwards. Start with looking for words that rhyme and later build the lines around it.
	When a song originally does not have a rhyme scheme the translator does not have to invent one for the translation. However, in some countries it is just not common to write a song in rhyme, in which case a translator can choose to come up with a rhyme scheme after all. Rhyme is not vital to a song though. A song can be a good song, without containing any rhyme.
	Low says that before a translator starts working on the songs there are three questions he can ask himself, concerning rhyme:
1 Are rhymes frequent in the source text?
2 Is rhyme important in the source text?
3 Is it a comic song? (Low 2006, 6)

In the last case the joke could be in the (sometimes farfetched) rhymes.
	It is important to preserve rhyme in important places. The rhyme word at the end of the song is an example of this. The singer often takes a breath just before this word, to be able to hold this note longer. Therefore, 

this rhyme is more prominent and audible than the ‘passing rhymes’ which the singer does not dwell on. Now a weak clinching rhyme can be a serious defect, in a song or any rhyming verse. In a rhymed quatrain, therefore, I consider the final rhyme the most important. (Low 2006, 7)
 
The audience expects the singer to come up with a word that rhymes and might even fill in the word for themselves already. When the singer then sings a word that does not rhyme, while the rest of the song did, the ending is unsatisfying. The audience feels that there should be another word following the last one.
	In case it is not possible to create perfect rhyme, the translator can choose to use imperfect rhyme or off-rhyme, while actually they do not, like ‘moon’ and ‘room’.
	Before, I mentioned that in most cases end rhyme is used. But other kinds of rhyme are used as well. In the musical Kunt u mij de weg naar Hamelen vertellen, meneer? alliteration is used many times. Examples of this can be found in the song Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat:
Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat
Moet je horen wat een holle echo
... Echo...
In mijn leven zag ik grote grotten zat
Van grote grotten ben ik altijd weg, joh
... Weg joh...
Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat
Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat (H)

The large number of words starting with a ‘G’ immediately catches the eye. This is quite a challenge for the singers to pronounce, but even more of a challenge for translators to translate. In the second line there is also alliteration in “horen” (H) en “holle” (H). This could be coincidence, but in most (if not all) of the other songs there is also alliteration. Therefore I suspect that the writer put it in on purpose. In another song the characters sing about a “vliegend vloerkleed” (H). Other examples from this musical are “liefje, liefje, liefje, lach” (H), “rambam de rimboe in” (H), “koken is een kunst” (H), “de gulle gever geeft zich arm” (H), “zeulen door de zalen” (H), “vaak te voet een verre reis” (H) and many other examples can be found. These alliterations are an important part of the musical, where ‘language’ seems to be one of the characters or even the main character, in my opinion. Another form that appears a lot is internal rhyme. It often happens that there is internal rhyme. Some examples of this are ‘klein Madelein’ (H), ‘vloerkleed kamerbreed’ (H) and ‘je weet niet wat je strakjes ziet’ (H). There also seems to be some onomatopoetic use of words. In the song Het vliegend vloerkleed Kamerbreed for instance, there is a verse with many Dutch ie-sounds. It is about a flying carpet, as the title already suggests. On the one hand the ie-sounds in this song could symbolise the tension of one of the characters who is afraid of heights, and on the other hand it could symbolise the joy that the others have (ieeeeeeeee and wieeeeeeeeeeeeeh):
Het valt, het duikt, het wiebelt niet
Het vliegt niet op de kop
Het liegt niet, het bedriegt je niet
Je denkt dat je ze vliegen ziet
maar nee, je zit er óp (H)

Another example is the song Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat which contains many Dutch o-sounds, both the long and the short variant. It is a song about the cave they are in at that moment. The o-sounds symbolise the largeness of the cave and the echo:
Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat
Moet je horen wat een holle echo
... Echo...
In mijn leven zag ik grote grotten zat
Van grote grotten ben ik altijd weg, joh
... Weg joh...
Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat
Grote grutten wat een grote grot is dat

Ik heb aan grotten al een ouwe oom dood
Ging een grot in op een platboom schuit
Toen de grot zich zomaar om mijn oom sloot




'k Had een tante met een hang naar echo
Ging de grot in met een jodelkoor
Dat koor dat jodelt maar een eindje weg zo
....... En daar is ’t nou meteen verboden voor (H)

In this musical, rhyme is important and so are the sounds. This makes it a real challenge to translate it. With other musicals these things are less important.
	In the musical Rent for instance, there is a song that does not contain rhyme: Glory. It is about a song writer who wants to write the perfect song before he dies. Cohen, the translator of this musical explains that Roger, the character who sings this song, does not have the talent to write a hit song, and this is portrayed by the fact that the song does not rhyme. Cohen realised this and preserved this in the translation.
	The song Sunset Boulevard from the musical Sunset Boulevard (SB) is about a man who is sick and tired of the way things go in Hollywood. It has a distinct rhyme scheme, namely aabccb:
Sure I came out here to make my name
Wanted my pool, my dose of fame
Wanted my parking space at Warner's
But after a year, a one room hell
A murphy bed, a rancid smell
Wallpaper peeling at the corners (SB)	

Rhyme is very present and helps the song to be sung fluently. A translator of this song could use imperfect rhyme if he cannot find a perfect rhyme. Of course he cannot do this the whole time, but once or twice is completely acceptable. The song New ways to dream, which is about the way Hollywood used to be, from the same musical hardly contains any rhyme:
	This was dawn
	There was no rules,
	We were so young.
Movies were born;
So many songs
Yet to be sung.
So many roads
Still unexplored;
We gave the world
New ways to dream.
Somehow we found
New ways to dream. (SB)

There is some imperfect rhyme, but that is all. With the translation of this musical rhyme should be preserved where possible, but personally I would not mind leaving out some rhyme occasionally when this would help the other principles (Singability, Sense, Naturalness and Rhythm). 

Now that I have discussed these principles I will make some general remarks, before continuing to the translators themselves and their opinions and views.
	First of all, the translator should try to preserve as many features of the original as he can, but will also have to accept that it will never be exactly the same as the original. It is a translation after all, so, to begin with, the language will be different and the music will have been written for the source language. Having said this I will turn back to Low’s five principles. It is not so that every principle has to be followed as strictly as the others. It could happen that a translator chooses not to follow the rhyme scheme, to be able to better portray the sense of the song. Or that he changes the rhythm to enhance singability. The translator will have to decide for himself how far he wishes to take these deviations. By first deciding what is important in a song he can decide which principles are important in the song. It is not so that a principle could be left out, though. All principles should be presented, only not all to the limit, according to Low. Personally I think that in some cases a principle can be left out, but only when there is a good reason for it and when it is a deliberate choice of the translator. 
Translating a song sometimes touches the field of poetry and sometimes that of drama. Depending on the function of a song the importances of the principles vary.
	In his preface to Schubert, The Lovely Milleress (1979) Dyer-Bennett claims that a translation should sound as if the music was composed to this version, but that a translation should also be singable and that in many cases the rhyme scheme should be kept. By looking for the perfect balance the translator will create a translation that is as good as possible. If the principles can only be followed by not translating the lyrics literally then this is accepted. 

2. The translators and their views and opinions

Martine Bijl, Seth Gaaikema, and Daniël Cohen; they are just three of the many translators of musicals. These three, however, are responsible for a great deal of the translated musicals in The Netherlands over the past few years. Among other musicals they translated Crazy for You, The Phantom of the Operea, Aida, Tarzan, My fair Lady, Rent, and Titanic. 
While translating a musical the translator pays close attention to the lyrics. The translator also gets to know the original text writer through his work. Daniël Cohen says about this: 
I think the relationship between a translator and the original author could be compared to the relationship between lovers. Within a short time you get to know someone up close and you become aware of his strong, but also his weaker points. (Dewijngaert)

Translating is not just coming up with Dutch lyrics which fit the music. A musical is a story set to music. Because of this Cohen mentions: “In reality you don’t translate words, but situations and characters” (Dewijngaert). Therefore it is important to look into these characters. Allard Blom, a Flemish translator of musicals, goes even further: “Translating is […] only relative. When translating a musical you will have to at least translate the lyrics to the present day” (Blom). However, this is not everything yet, besides this it must also be singable, otherwise the singers still will not be able to work with it. Martine Bijl, as well as others, mentions this. 
Choosing to translate a musical is not something to take up lightly. About this Bijl says in the interview “Geef mij maar vertalen, dan krijg je het toneel van mij” “It’s important to connect with the material you have to work with, mostly because you will be working on it for five to six months” (Depeape). According to Bijl it is important that the lyrics are singable. It comes in handy if the translator already has singing experience himself. “When you have a feeling for music you immediately know were the stresses are" (Depaepe). It is not necessary to literally translate every word, but the translation must represent the same message. Often this is not even possible since, as Bijl points out “...the fact remains that in English they use six syllables where we need 12. This means I will have to leave out six syllables” (Depaepe). A translator just uses different words, for instance to keep the same kind of humour or because the audience will not understand the original lyrics because it is too much culture-related. It also depends whom the translator is translating for. When Bijl translates for Disney, her translation is translated back into English to check it. This translation back into English does not have to be done by a musical translator and the musicality and other aspects do not have to be preserved. This is because Disney wants to check whether the translation does not differ too much in meaning from the original. The difficulty lies in the explaining why something is translated in a certain way, since all the poetic and funny features have dissolved with the back translation. Luckily for Bijl, Disney knows her by now and trusts her, which means they are less strict with her. Translating a musical back to the original language often happens. This is probably because it is the only way for the original writers to check the translation. It is preferable to lay the translation aside for a while when you are stuck or finished with the first version and then later continue working on it. This gives the translator the opportunity to let things sink in and have a fresh look at the translation. This goes for all kinds of translations though, not just the translating of musicals.
Daniël Cohen is the translator of Rent, among other things. In an interview about Rent he mentions that there is more poetry in the musical than would be expected by looking at the setting of the story. Cohen says about this: ‘[Rent is a] realistic story, wrapped in poetry’ (Dewijngaert, translated from Dutch). Some of the songs could be read as poems. This is why it is important to study a musical, before the translator starts translating it. What register and jargon is used? What is this story made of? What is the source of this story? According to Cohen it would have been interesting to transfer all culture-specific elements to the target language. However, often this is not the director’s wish and the translator will have to submit to the director's choice. After all, the director directs a show according to his vision and the translator, in a way, works for the director, not the other way around. Nevertheless, setting a musical in the target culture is still possible in some cases. For instance, Bijl did this in her translation of The Lion King. Only sporadically is a translator asked to convert all cultural elements to the Dutch culture, for instance in the recent Dutch translation of the musical Cats. In most musicals it is not wanted, though; the result could be that Saturday Night Fever will be set in Amsterdam and The Wiz in Groningen. This would change the musical too much. Also, this could even be a disappointment for the audience, because often they already know the original. All translators of musicals that I studied agree that translating musicals is extremely complicated. 
Allard Blom points out that a translation can also be an adaptation. For instance, when he worked on the musical Honk! the cast was reduced from twelve to only six actors, which had huge consequences for the translation. Like Bijl, Blom likes to take some distance from a translation for a while and pick it up again later. This is even more important with an adaptation since basically the translator is creating a new musical, which asks for much creativity.
Seth Gaaikema has translated many musicals. He knows exactly what register to strike. My Fair Lady, for instance, has a different tone of voice than Miss Saigon or The Phantom of the Opera. This is one of the main conditions for translating; the translator has to be able to adjust to the right tone of voice. 
As a rule, rhyme should be preserved in the translation. However, Cohen points out that rhyme should work, or else it is better to be left out. This is a conscious choice of the translator, not a lack of talent.

3. My own experience

Personally, I find that it is important that the story is translated well and that the story of the translated song is highly similar to the story of the original. This means that a translation does not have to be a word-to-word translation, but that the ideas and story should be presented in a clear way. All other criteria, both Low’s and of the others are according to me subservient to this. This means that the criteria do not have to be followed very closely, but that the focus must be on the story and only after this on the criteria.
To find out how much of this theory would be useful when actually translating, I have translated three songs from the musical Starlight Express (SE). It is a musical about the World Championship Railroad Race, where trains are personified and turn out to have feelings as well. At the same time the musical is about believing in yourself and how people who are mean and conceited are nothing but losers in the end. The first song, the Overture, is spoken and only accompanied by music, except for the very end. However, the challenge here is that it should still fit the music. Timing is still important, though stressed syllables were a lot less important, but should still be taken into account here and there. The second song is Make up my heart, which is a ballad. It is a song where rhyme is used in an ingenious and complicated way, which makes it extremely difficult to translate. The last song One Rock’n'Roll Too Many is a duet with a touch of Jazz. The song contains a bit of slang which is the biggest challenge in this song.
Now I will discuss the songs one by one and show my final translations.

3.1 The Overture
The Overture is of course at the beginning of the show. The Control introduces himself. Shortly after the introduction it turns out he is only a boy, playing with his trains just before bedtime. His mother tells him to put his trains away and get into bed, but the boy has other plans…
Click here (​Afstudeerproject%20Willeke%20Coenraats​/​01%20Overture.mp3​) to listen to the song.
In this song Singability is hardly an issue, since the largest part of it is spoken. However, I still had to keep in mind the stresses, since it is important that when the music swells, the boy’s voice does as well, to keep the tension. Even though most of it is not sung, it is accompanied by music and therefore music helps telling the story. If the music and the spoken text are not in harmony the audience gets confused and the meaning, mood and dramatic tension of the song are lost. Therefore, the timing must be right, so that there is harmony in text and music. At the same time Sense is important to preserve. It is the beginning of the musical; therefore the audience has to be drawn into the story. With the right tone of voice this can be done. Naturalness is important as well. The boy who is speaking here is part of the real world within the musical. After that the focus shifts to the world of the boy’s imagination. Rhythm is only important in the sense that it should match with the music. Otherwise the music seems wrong and is only distracting the audience. Rhyme is not that important either, since it is spoken text, and also, the English does not rhyme either. So, Sense and Naturalness will get the main focus here.





Tonight is the most important night in the history of the world!
Take your seats for the World Championship Railroad Race!
Trains to your tracks
Ten, nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one
Trains gone!
Four trains going for two final places
Greaseball and Espresso are the early leaders with Nintendo pressing in third
This is turning into a real grudge match
And here's a surprise: look at that Rusty go - Mother
Put those trains away. Control
Oh Mum - just five more minutes. Mother
Put those trains away and get into bed. Control
But... Mother
No buts. Control
Starlight Express, Starlight Express
Are you real - yes or no?
Starlight Express, Starlight Express... (SE)	OuvertureVL (1)Hier spreekt de VL. (2)Hier spreekt de VL.Vannacht is de belangrijkste nacht uit de geschiedenis.Gaat u zitten voor het Wereldkampioenschap Spoor-racen.Treinen, ga naar uw sporen. (3)Tien, negen, acht, zeven, zes, vijf, vier, drie, twee, éénDaar gaan ze! (4)Vier treinen strijden voor twee finale plaatsen.Greaseball en Espresso liggen op kop, met Nintendo vlak achter hen.Dit wordt een spannende wedstrijd.En wat een verrassing, kijk Rusty eens gaan –MoederRuim je treinen opVLMaa-ham – nog vijf minutenMoederRuim je treinen op en ga naar bedVLMaar…MoederGeen gemaar!VLStarlight Express, Starlight Express Besta je – wel of niet?Starlight Express, Starlight Express… (5)

[1] The translation problems start already at the first word ‘Control’. It is difficult to decide how to translate this, because it can mean different things. I choose to translated it with ‘VL’, this means 'traffic controller' (verkeersleider) for the trains. 
[2] The second problem presents itself with ‘This is control’. This sentence is spoken in a bold manner and the boy obviously imagines himself as some kind of king of the World of Trains. While translating this, I found it difficult to preserve this bold manner. First I thought of ‘Hier uw VL’, but this sounds too reserved. Then I changed it to ‘Hier de VL’, but this sounds unnatural. Since it is only a boy who is talking, I find the principle of Naturalness very important. In the end I came up with ‘Hier spreekt de VL’. I am still not completely content with it though, but it is my best solution up to now.
[3] The boy is very excited and this can be heard from the way he talks. He stresses every important word and I pondered for a while on whether I wanted to keep the stresses at the same place in Dutch. In the end I decided that I would change the places of the stresses as long as it would not contrast too much with the music and I tried to preserve the sense of the words. I found the principle of Sense more important than the stresses, because this is spoken text. This goes for the entire song though, not just at this place.
[4] My next problem was ‘Trains gone!’. ‘Gone’ is a long sound and is said in a long way. My first solution was ‘Start!’, because it has more or less the same meaning. However, ‘start’ is what you say before they have left, while ‘trains gone’ is said after they have left. My second option is ‘Daar gaan ze!’, this is better, because it is more similar to the English text. The stress is at another place now, but according to me that does not matter in this situation. It is also possible to prolong the sound a bit, though not as easy as the English phrase.
[5] The end of this number is sung and now Singability is a factor as well. Luckily only one line has to be translated, since the rest is just a name. However, there is a catch in the line that has to be translated; it is a line that comes back in another number. In that number it rhymes with the word ‘go’, which means it will have to do the same thing in this number. The whole line that it has to rhyme with is ‘I don’t want you to go’. When I would translate his song with ‘Ik wil niet dat je gaat’, I could translate ‘Are you real – yes or no?’ with ‘Zeg me of – jij bestaat’. The stress would be on ‘jij’. However, it would be harder to sing. Also it could change the meaning. Because of the ‘-’ after ‘of’ it could appear that the character is wondering whether he should address the Starlight Express in a formal or informal way (using ‘jij’ or ‘u’). This is however not the case here. Another option is to translate ‘I don’t want you to go’ with ‘Verlaat me nu nog niet’. This way, I could translate ‘Are you real – yes or no?’ with ‘Besta je - wel of niet?’. This still sounds unnatural though, but it is better than the first option. I also thought about a construction that rhymes with ‘Besta je – ja of nee?’, but I found it very hard to come up with a good solution for the other sentence. I could translate it with ‘Laat me nog niet alleen’, but this is imperfect rhyme and has the stresses at different places, this at the cost of both Singability and Naturalness. Therefore I stick to my second option.

In my opinion a perfect translation would have to sound very natural and should have the same sense the original has. Also Rhythm should sound right and fit the music. In this translation I think a more experienced translator could have made it sound more natural. Other than that, the right features have been preserved, according to me.

3.2 Make Up My Heart
The second song I translated, Make Up My Heart, is sung by Pearl. She has to choose which train she joins in the race. Does she choose Rusty? He seems to have no chance, since he is new in the game. However, they have a history together. On the other hand there is Greaseball, who seems to be the ultimate winner. She has to decide which train to join in the race. At the same time it is a song about love, and about whom she loves most. 
Click here (​Afstudeerproject%20Willeke%20Coenraats​/​10%20Make%20up%20My%20Heart.mp3​) to listen to the song.
Singability is definitely important in this song. It is a very emotional song and the actress performing it should not be bothered by bad lyrics. Sense is also important, though part of the Sense is expressed by the music. However, her indecisiveness should be preserved to express her doubts. Naturalness is less important here, since the song is sung by a character of the imagined world. This does not mean that it should not be taken into account, but it is less important than Singability and Sense. Rhythm is as important as Naturalness; it should be in the song, but it should not have the main focus. Rhyme is important, especially since it improves the singability of this song.
The quotes that follow in this part are from this song. Here is the English version of the song and the translation:
English	Dutch
Make Up My Heart Pearl
It's time to choose between the two of them
I'd better make a start
Someone help me make up my heart
Tell me how to make up my heart
They say two lovers can be twice the fun
They think they're being smart
Someone help me make up my heart
Tell me how to make up my heart One of them is strong, one of them is good
But both could turn out wrong, so who gets the part?
Make up my mind, make up my heart. I don't want one to win and one to lose
Can't tell them yes or no
Choosing one means letting one go
I can't face letting one of them go
You'd think two lovers would be twice the fun
It's tearing me apart
Someone help me make up my heart
Tell me how to make up my heart One of them has style, sets the world alight
The other makes me smile, so who gets the part?
Make up my mind, make up my heart
So who gets the part?
Make up my mind, make up my heart It's time to choose between the two of them
I'd better make a start
Someone help me make up my heart
Tell me how to make up my heart
One of them has style, sets the world alight
The other makes me smile, so who gets the part?
Make up my mind, make up my heart One of them is strong, one of them is good
But both could turn out wrong
So who gets the part?
Please someone help me make up my heart
Tell me how to make up my heart (SE)	Wat zegt mijn hart?‘t Is tijd een keuze te gaan maken Wie kies ik van hen twee? (1)Kom nou iemand denk met me mee, Zeg me wie ik kies van hen twee. (2)Met twee minnaars heb je meer plezier?Dat zeggen ze, maar neeKom nou iemand denk met me mee Zeg me wie ik kies van hen twee. (3)Eén van hen is sterk, één van hen is liefMaar wie is’t betere werk, met wie maak ik een start? (4)Wat zegt het hoofd, wat zegt het hart?Ik wil niet dat de ene wint, en d’ander niet‘k zeg hen geen ja of neeKies ik’r één, dan neem’k de ander niet meemaar ik kan niet zonder één van hen tweeTwee minnaars is toch veel meer plezier?Maar’t breekt mijn hart in tweeKom nou iemand denk met me meeZeg me wie ik kies van hen twee. (5)Eén van hen heeft stijl, geeft de wereld glansDe ander maakt me blij, met wie maak’n een start?Wat zegt het hoofd, wat zegt het hart?Met wie maak'n een start,Wat zegt het hoofd, wat zegt het hart?’t Is tijd een keuze te gaan makenWie kies ik van hen twee?Kom nou iemand, denk met me meeZeg me wie’ik (6) kies van hen twee.Eén van hen heeft stijl, geeft de wereld glansDe ander maakt me blij, met wie maak’ik een startWat zegt het hoofd, wat zegt het hart.Eén van hen is sterk, één van hen is liefMaar wie is’t betere werk, met wie maak’k (6) een startKom nou iemand, luister mee naar mijn hartHoe maak ik’n keus in mijn hart? (7)

[1] The principles that I find very important in this song are Singability and Rhyme. Part of Singability is to make sure that the stresses are in the same place as in the original. The first line is already difficult to translate. I came up with two options ‘’t is tijd een keuze te gaan maken’ and ‘'t is tijd te kiezen tussen deze twee’. With the first option I deleted a note, but the places of the stressed syllables would change when I would translate it with ‘Het is tijd een keuze te gaan maken’. The second option is a bit problematic for two reasons. First, it says ‘deze’ as if the two men/trains were actually there. Second, my second line in the translation also ends with the word ‘twee’. This is because I choose to deviate a little from the original lyrics and spread the meaning of the first sentence over two sentences, leaving out the meaning of the second sentence, because that is already presented in the first sentence; or, to make it more visual, translate ‘It's time to choose between the two of them/I'd better make a start’ with ‘'t is tijd een keuze te gaan maken/wie kies ik van hen twee’. 
	[2] As said above, rhyme is important in this song, but it is also complicated. There are for instance a lot of words in this song that rhyme with ‘heart’; there are 36 lines in this song, and 23 of them rhyme with ‘heart’ or end with the word itself, this is 64%. ‘Heart' is the key-word in this song and it is no coincidence that so many words do rhyme with it. This means that in Dutch a translator will have to find many words that can also rhyme with all the other lines, but that are also singable. In the end I decided to take a little more distance from the meaning of the text and allow some changes in the rhyme scheme.
	[3] Though I always find Naturalness very important I could not uphold this throughout the song. For instance, the only more or less proper translation of ‘Someone help me make up my heart’ I could come up with was ‘kom nou iemand, denk met me mee’. This is a bit problematic. Even more so because it is a line of the chorus and as such is repeated many times. Still, I decided to leave it this way. It works; it is singable and fits the rhyme scheme.
	[4] The next problem was the internal rhyme in the lines ‘One of them is strong, one of them is good/ but both could turn out wrong, so who gets the part?’. At first, this had slipped my attention and I had translated this part with ‘Eén van hen is sterk, één van hen is lief/maar dat is niet genoeg, met wie maak ik een start?’. When I did notice the rhyme I had to decide how important it was. Since I have sung the song many times myself, I knew that the singability improves immensely if I keep the rhyme. There are heavy stresses on these words and leaving out the rhyme here would not go unnoticed, especially not to people who actually know the song already. Therefore, I had to come up with another translation. I decided to translate freely, once again, and came up with ‘maar wie is’t betere werk?’ instead of ‘maar dat is niet genoeg’. The word ‘betere’, however, has to be pronounced as ‘beet're’. I encountered the same problem with ‘one of them has style, sets the world alight/the other makes me smile, so who gets the part?’. I decided to use imperfect rhyme here because this way I would be able to preserve the meaning of the English version: ‘Eén van hen heeft stijl, geeft de wereld glans/De ander maakt me blij, met wie maak'n een start?’
	[5] What I also had to give up was the right form of the verbs. For instance in the translation of ‘Tell me how to make up my heart’ I used present tense, instead of present tense: ‘zeg me wie ik kies van hen twee’. However, present tense just does not fit here: ‘zeg me wie’k moet kiezen van hen twee’. This has too many syllables.
	[6] Sometimes I write something like ‘wie'ik' and at other times I say 'maak'k'. This depends on how it is pronounced and therefore has to do with singability. When I want to delete the vowel sound I do not write the vowel down, when I want a vowel to be sung really fast I do write the vowel, but I add the word to the word before. Hence, the different ways of writing.
[7] The last two lines are a repetition of two lines that have been used many times before, with the addition of the word ‘please’. However, since the Dutch word for this is ‘alsjeblieft’ I could not translate it that easily. I decided to translate these two lines like I translated them for the first time. The new translation of these lines is ‘Kom nou iemand, luister mee naar mijn hart/hoe maak ik’n keus in mijn hart?’. I also tried to change all the rhyme words into words that rhymed with ‘hart’, but that was too complicated to change.

	I tried to preserve the rhyme in this song as much as possible in order to help the singability and to make it sound more natural. With this I already preserved the three most important principles for this song. I also preserved the rhythm by making sure the stresses are in the right places, though at some places I failed on this point. I would have loved to make it a bit more singable, since here and there it is still unnatural to sing; for instance the last stanza is still a bit hard to sing. However, it is still singable.
	
3.3 One Rock’n’Roll Too Many
	The third song I translated, ‘One Rock’n’Roll Too Many’, is a conversation between Greaseball and Electra, the greatest competitors, after the race. They are exhausted of everything, even too exhausted to fight, as they did before. Also, the race is over anyway and they have both lost. Therefore, now they are just sitting together, feeling tired and fed-up with everything. There is nothing left of their high self-esteem; they know they have been defeated, but they find it hard to accept.
	Click here (​Afstudeerproject%20Willeke%20Coenraats​/​22%20One%20Rock%20'N'%20Roll%20Too%20Many.mp3​) to listen to the song.
	Singability is important here, but should be manageable. An important point in the song where I should keep singability in mind is with the very long notes (‘toll’ and ‘soul’ at the end). Sense is not the main principle here, because the song does not express a story, but rather the mood they are in. On the other hand, this mood should be expressed explicitly. Naturalness is not a main principle either, because it is sung by the characters of the imagined world, and also, it does not tell a story, but expresses a mood. Rhythm is an important principle here. This song is all about rhythm, for it contains Rock'n'Roll as well as Jazz elements. This makes sense, since Rock'n'Roll is originally based on Jazz. In these musical styles timing is very important; for this song this goes as well. Rhyme is also important, because of the special effect at the end, with the long notes (see above).
Here are the English lyrics and the translation:
English	Dutch
One Rock'n'Roll Too Many Both
One rock'n'roll too many, one night's sleep too few
Too much ringing that bell takes its toll out of you Greaseball
The sound's too loud Electra
The light's too bright Greaseball
My chains are too heavy
And my pants are too tight Both
One rock'n'roll too many takes its toll out of you
One rock'n'roll too many, one more farewell show
C'mon, clap your hands - are you having a good time? No Electra
Well, my rave's been raided and my hip just hopped Greaseball
My mojo ain't working Electra
Any my pill has just popped Both
One rock'n'roll too many takes its toll out of you
One rock'n'roll too many, I can't take no more Greaseball
Whaddya say? Electra
I can't hear nothing Greaseball
Whaddya say? Electra
I can't hear nothing Greaseball
I can't hear nothing Electra
Whaddya say? Both
I said one rock'n'roll too many takes its toll...
And the soul... out of you (SE)	Iets teveel Rock’n'RollBeidenIets teveel Rock’n’Roll (1), iets te weinig slaapSteeds de bel laten gaan, daarvan wordt je hartstikke gaar.Greaseball’t Geluid’s te luidElectra’t Licht’s te licht (2)GreaseballMijn ketting (3) te zwaarEn mijn broek (3) zit te dichtBeidenIets teveel Rock’n’Roll eist zijn tol van jouIets teveel Rock’n’Roll, nog een laatste keerHanden nu op elkaar (1) – heb je het echt naar je zin? NeeElectraNou, mijn lief’s’r vandoor en’k hiphop niet meer (3)GreaseballMijn mojo (1) is opElectraEn mijn pil werkt niet meerBeidenIets teveel Rock’n’Roll eist zijn tol van jouIets teveel Rock'n'Roll, ik kan echt niet meerGreaseballWa seggie nou? (5)ElectraIk hoor niets niet (1)GreaseballWa seggie nou?ElectraIk hoor niets nietGreaseballIk hoor niets nietElectraWa seggie nou?BeidenIk zei iets te veel Rock’n’Roll, eist zijn tol…En de soul… van je lijf.

	[1] The biggest problem in this song is the slang that Greaseball and Electra use. For instance, ‘C’mon, clap’n your hands’. It is a Rock’n’Roll-Jazz song and the lyrics are in this style as well. It is Rock'n'Roll combined with the original Jazz music. I decided to let this feature of the song go and just use some of the slang words, like ‘mojo’ and ‘rock'n'roll’. I did this because the meanings of these words are also known in Dutch. An important feature in the song is the leaving out of several vowels. By keeping the word ‘rock’n’roll’ instead of translating it with ‘rock and roll’ I preserve this sense. Another example of this style is the double negation in ‘I can’t hear nothing’. For this I could not provide a solution that easily. In the end I came up with ‘Ik hoor niets niet’.
	[2] In the sentence ‘The sound's too loud’ and ‘The light's too bright’ both have assonance. In Dutch I decided to be a bit more creative with this and repeat the entire word, or part of the word, and translate it with ‘’t Geluid’s te luid’ and ‘’t licht’s te licht’.
	[3] Another problem is the double meaning of words like ‘chains’, ‘pants’ and ‘rave’. They are very hard to translate, that is, if I keep both meanings. Besides those two meaning there are also many connotations. ‘Rave’, for example can also mean ‘love’, ‘fashion hype’, and ‘a lot of noise’. All these meanings are plausible and it is very hard to decide which translation to use. In the end I choose for ‘love’, because he has lost Pearl, his love. Therefore, I translated it with 'lief’. Besides, there is also the rest of this line to consider: ‘my rave’s been raided and my hip just hopped’. The alliteration here is no coincidence and should be preserved and, if possible, the vowel rhyme in ‘rave’ and ‘raided’ as well. All in all, this is the most difficult problem in this translation. I decided to let this alliteration go and simply translated it with ‘Nou, mijn lief’s’r vandoor en’k hiphop niet meer’. In a perfect translation the alliteration would have been preserved in both cases, because it would improve the singability. It would be very interesting to see what another translator would come up with. Perhaps this musical will come to The Netherlands some day and I can take a look at the translation.
	[5] The last problem in this song is the contraction of the words that express how tired they are: ‘whaddya say?’. I decided to translate this with ‘wa seggie nou?’

	Overall I am not exactly pleased with the translation. I did manage overall to preserve the rhythm and rhyme, but the singability could have been better. Some of the sentences, like ‘ik hoor niets niet’ are forced and in a perfect translation this would sound more natural. Also, even though the stresses are in the right place, they do sound unnatural here and there; for instance in ‘handen nu op elkaar’. However, I did manage to in most of the translation preserve two of the main principles, being rhythm and rhyme.

Conclusion
After having studied the literature, looked into the views of translators, and having translated three songs myself I will now draw a conclusion and answer my thesis question. 
I found it extremely difficult to translate songs from a musical myself. Mostly because there are many things to take into account, most of all the fact that it should fit to the music. This made me appreciate the translators of musicals even more. The pentathlon theory of Low I found very useful, as well as the suggestions of other theorists like Drinker and Byer-Bennett. I learned that there are solutions to problems that a translator encounter and that it is important to decide beforehand which features are important to preserve.
My thesis question is: What translation problems are important when translating musicals and which solutions are there to these problems? Foremost the answer should be the five principles of Low: Singability, Sense, Naturalness, Rhyme, and Rhythm. Apart from that also how close do you, as a translator,  stay to the original and with this what is more important, music or lyrics? Solutions are: The translator has to decide which principles are most important in a song and focus on these principles and ask himself the three questions of Low concerning rhyme before he starts the translation.
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The making of singable translations of songs is complex task, chiefly because the target text must be compatible with the pre-existing music. This article discusses strategies for doing this, and recommends what the author calls ‘the Pentathlon Principle’ — a deliberate balancing of five different criteria, identified as singability, sense, naturalness, rhyme and rhythm. It urges translators to consider the specific characteristics of each song-text, and warns against any general a priori  view that identifies a single feature as absolutely sancrosanct: the more margins of compromise are available, the greater chance of a successful target text.
Practical examples are taken from the German Lied (art song) and the French popular song, translated into English. 
___

SINGABLE TRANSLATIONS OF SONGS
Peter Low

The devising of singable translations of songs is an uncommon translating task, and an unusually complex one, involving a hybrid genre which belongs in the performing arts. Song-texts do not resemble the texts which most translators regularly handle, and pose problems resembling sometimes those of  poetry and sometimes those of drama. Besides, the objective of making a translated text actually suitable for singing is a very particular purpose (or skopos,  as Hans Vermeer would term it).1  Therefore the making of a singable text is best grouped, for theoretical purposes, with ‘special translating tasks’,  alongside oddities like dubbing films, or adapting cartoon strips — tasks in which unusual constraints must be met if functionality is to be achieved. The constraints are imposed in this case by the pre-existing music: a translator must bear in mind its rhythms, note-values, phrasings and stresses.

Yet this particular task should not be totally ignored. Singable translations have frequently been attempted, and have been used often enough to give the task some legitimacy. There have been dozens of operas and musical shows sung in translation, hundreds of hymns, and thousands of songs. I assume therefore that the making of such translations is valid, at least sometimes. It seems particularly valid for comic, dramatic and narrative songs, those which stand to gain most from being comprehended instantly and directly by their audience. 

This article proposes practical strategies for doing the task well. It focuses not on why to do it, or on whether, but on how — a matter about which very little has been written. 

Having said that, I must acknowledge some sympathy for the view that singing translated versions of songs is a bad idea — specialists in German Romantic Lieder, for example, tend to hold this view. Their main reason is the strong claim of the original language: only the source text offers the actual words set by the composer, with all their phonic features such as rhymes and vowel-sounds, and of course their integral meaning. Another important reason is the defective nature of most target texts,  which are so often marred by forced rhymes and unnatural language that performers simply cannot sing them with conviction. But arguments based on just a few unsuccessful examples do not constitute valid objections to singable translations per se (and bad translations are common in many kinds of translating).  In classical music, performances in translation are currently unfashionable. In the case of opera, one reason why they are now less common is the invention a new means for conveying their verbal content — surtitles.2

Why are so many attempts at singable translation defective?  I blame two things: the inherent difficulty of the task, and the poor strategies of some people who have attempted it, a matter which will be discussed presently.





EIN DEUTSCHES KUNSTLIED – A GERMAN ART SONG
To illustrate the issues involved, let me take an example from the Lieder of  Richard Strauss. The words, written by the Austrian Romantic poet Hermann von Gilm, are here printed with additional spaces to mark the points where Strauss inserted pauses in his melody. 

ALLERSEELEN
Stell’ auf den Tisch         die duftenden Reseden,
die letzten roten Astern trag’ herbei,
und lass uns wieder von der Liebe reden,
wie einst im Mai.

Gib mir die Hand,          dass ich sie heimlich drücke,
und wenn man’s sieht,         mir ist es einerlei,
gib mir nur einen          deiner süssen Blicke
wie einst im Mai.

Es blüht und duftet heut’ auf jedem Grabe,
ein Tag im Jahr ist ja den Toten frei.
Komm an mein Herz, dass ich dich wieder habe
wie einst im Mai, wie einst im Mai.

This is a lyric on the theme of love and grief. It was published as a poem; but its main claim to fame is that was later set to music of great beauty. Usually the Lied is sung in German, and most of the translations in existence are non-singable ones devised not as general-purpose poetry-translations but specifically to assist non-German singers or their audiences (e.g. when printed in recital programmes or CD notes). 3 
 
On one occasion, however, a singer wishing to perform the song in English approached me to make a singable version. I was not confident of success — this is a very delicate piece of poetry,  and the common phenomenon of ‘translation clumsiness’ could easily prevent my version from being usable — yet the task seemed worth attempting.

I knew that it had already been attempted. The music publisher Universal of Vienna still prints an English version devised in 1897 by a certain John Bernhoff, doubtless a great champion of the German Lieder repertoire. Printed within the musical score as an underlay beneath the German text, so as to facilitate oral performance, it goes like this:

ALL SOULS’ DAY
	Place at my side            the purple glowing heather,
the year’s last roses, ere they fade away
and let us sit and whisper, love, together,
as once in May.

 	Give me thy hand,         and let me press it fondly,
nor heed lest others see nor what they say.
And gaze on me, love,      as thou wert wont to fondly,
in life’s sweet May.

	While ev’ry grave’s aglow with autumn’s roses,
	come to me, sweet, on this appointed day,
	and as thy head             upon my breast reposes,
		we’ll dream of May, we’ll dream of May.
         
Bernhoff has certainly wrestled with the constraints imposed. His version generally succeeds in retaining the rhyming pattern of the source text and the syllable-count; it matches the rhythms of Strauss’s song, placing stresses and long vowels as required; and it does quite well in retaining the semantic content. But its verbal tone is far from appropriate. It strays a long way from the ‘naturalness’ that is usually  desirable in a target text, without any compensating virtues. One might ask whether any competent English poet ever wrote like this — indeed one is reminded of Max Beerbohm’s ironic praise of drama translators in the same period: ‘their ingenuity consists in finding phrases that could not possibly be used by the average Englishman’ (Beerbohm, 1903). Whereas the diction of the German source-text was reasonably colloquial and contemporary at the time when it was written (c1840), this translation is heavy with archaisms such as ‘wont to’ and ‘ere’. In particular, the use of the pronoun ‘thou’ destroys (for modern ears) the touching intimacy of the original. It is true that archaisms were considered acceptable in the Victorian poetics of 1897; but Bernhoff cannot be said to have replicated or even respected the poet’s style and tone. 4 

In my view, he made two strategic errors before even starting to translate: he failed to include naturalness among his main criteria;  and he decided that the rhyme-pattern ABAB of the original quatrains was a high-priority feature which must not be compromised. He either failed to perceive the relative naturalness of the original, or else considered it not worth replicating. As for rhyme, while it is usually desirable to turn a rhyming source-text into rhyming English, the compromises needed for 100% perfect rhyming are always likely to take a toll. In trying to score highly on the criterion of rhyme, the translator sacrificed many points on other criteria.5 

Well, no singers actually use that translation, at least not nowadays. But its failure — if failure it be — does not necessarily prove that the song cannot be successfully turned into English. It may prove only that Bernhoff’s strategy (conscious or otherwise) was defective. 

OBJECTIVES
So, what are the general objectives of a singable translation?  One attempt to state them comes from Richard Dyer-Bennet, who devised an English version of Die schöne Müllerin, a song-cycle by Franz Schubert with words by Wilhelm Müller. Dyer-Bennet says that a target text of this kind must be ‘singable, reasonably accurate, and modestly poetic’ (Emmons 1979: 292).

He proposes four general guidelines:
1.	The target text must be singable — otherwise any other virtues it has are meaningless.
2.	The target text must sound as if the music had been fitted to it, even though it was actually composed to fit the source text.
3.	The rhyme-scheme of the original poetry must be kept because it gives shape to the phrases.
4.	Liberties must be taken with the literal meaning when the first three requirements cannot otherwise be met.

The first guideline is pragmatic and self-evident. The second guideline assumes that (in a good song) there is a close relationship between text and music, a relationship so crucial that it must be preserved in any translated version. The fourth guideline implies that semantic accuracy is important but not paramount.
 
As for the third guideline, it merits further exploration. Though doubtless true for the poems used in Schubert’s song-cycle, it is not equally true for (say) the German verse used in parts of Bach’s Passions. Rhyme is indeed a good way to retain the shape of the phrases; but there may be other ways of doing so, verbal or musical. When poems are recited, rhyme is often a prominent sound-effect; but when they are sung, the rhyming words are more separated in time — rhyming words that are five seconds apart in recitation may be over ten seconds apart in a song. Besides, whereas in verse rhyme is often the most prominent phonic effect, in songs it is submerged in the musical effects of tune and harmony. One may also ask why Dyer-Bennet considers the ‘shape of the phrases’ to be sacrosanct. What if, in a particular song, there are other desiderata that conflict with this one?

These reasons and questions mean that  I do not endorse the thinking behind that suggested guideline. It seems to imply a rigidity which I consider unnecessary and perhaps counterproductive. Fortunately he also insists (in guideline four) that ‘liberties’ are permissible when justified by reference to the higher-ranked criteria.

I would say that the practical task of translating songs is impossible without the some taking of liberties. I think, furthermore, that a judicious approach to liberties can open the door to better versions. Consider a song-text (there are many) which contains a repeated phrase. A rigid or unthinking translator will render that line always in the same way, with the same target language phrase. And that would be normal good practice. But a more flexible translator may at times choose a different option. If the line contains, for example, a particularly resonant adjective for which the target language word offers no single ideal word, one might choose to render it in three different ways at different points in the song, arguing that the gain in semantic richness will outweigh the loss of structural repetition. In songs, after all, verbal repetition is seldom so precious as to be non-negotiable — music usually provides plenty of repetition anyway.

STRATEGY — THE PENTATHLON PRINCIPLE
Let us explore these strategic issues more deeply. My general approach to devising singable translations is what I call the ‘pentathlon principle’. Olympic pentathletes must compete in five events, and optimize their scoring overall — they must not omit to train for javelin and discus, and they must hold some energy in reserve for the 1500 metres. So they sometimes choose to come second or third in one event, keeping their eyes on the whole day's challenge. According to this metaphor, the translator of a song has five events to compete in — five criteria to satisfy — and must aim for the best aggregate.

One is Singability; one is Sense; one is Naturalness; others are Rhythm and Rhyme. These criteria are as dissimilar as the shotput and 100m sprint! 

SINGABILITY
Although this criterion is a pragmatic one, it must receive top ranking in this particular kind of translating. This is a logical result of thinking in terms of the target text’s specific purpose, its ‘skopos’. One singer who had written well about these issues is Arthur Graham, who stresses the point that: ‘The singer needs words that may be sung with sincerity.’ (Graham 1989: 35) 

This emphasis on singability parallels a notion which is widely accepted in the translating of drama, that ‘effectiveness on stage’ is a practical necessity and must receive priority (Gutt 1991: 389-391; Anderman 1999: 71-74).  Just as drama-translation requires words that can be performed as part of an integrated whole (which also includes gestures, costumes, lighting etc), so a singable song-translation requires ‘performability’. It must function effectively as an oral text delivered at performance speed — whereas with a written text the reader has a chance to pause, reflect or even re-read.

The singability of a text is something best judged by experienced singers. Nevertheless, anyone aware of the sounds of language can see that English has many closed syllables, and frequent clusters of consonants at the beginning or end of words. Recitation can help to identify consonant clusters and other places where the singer will face problems with diction. For example, the English word or phrase which gives the best semantic solution may be hard to sing: the word ‘strict’, for example, has five consonants to one vowel, and that vowel is a short one rather unsuited to a long musical note. I would prefer to incur some semantic loss and use ‘tight’, with two consonants and a nice singable diphthong. A famous singer (Kathleen Ferrier) once even asked a translator to provide a specific vowel-sound on a particular passage of coloratura, simply to suit her vocal skills.

Also to be avoided are ‘under-sized vowels’. Common English words like ‘it’ and ‘the’ can easily be sung to a short note, preferably a quaver, but can scarcely be held for a minim. It is true that singers sometimes pronounce ‘it’ as ‘eeet’ while still making sense; but that will make the music appear ill-suited to the words. Instead of placing ‘the’ on a long note, the translator might turn to the demonstratives ‘these’ or ‘those’, which have good long vowels. Similarly, one can reject the word ‘little’ in favour of the more singable ‘tiny’.

Another aspect of singability is the highlighting of particular words in the source text by musical means — they may be high-pitched, for example, or marked fortissimo. In these cases the composer is giving them special prominence. Such highlighted words should ideally be translated at the same location, because otherwise the sequential focus of the line will be altered and the musical emphasis will fall on a different word. As R.S.Apter has put it: the translator ‘must crest meaning where the melodic line crests’ (Raffel 1988: 196).

This issue is more important in through-composed music than in texts which are set strophically. In a strophic song, each musical phrase is multi-purpose. But in through-composed songs each musical phrase is wedded to one group of words — it calls for not merely a phrase to match the metre (e.g. six notes ending in a long one) but a phrase to match those particular words (e.g. an unexpected noun on syllable two, a comma after syllable four). 






How the ‘pentathlon principle’ operates can also be seen in the problem of retaining the original meaning. Whereas in the normal translating of informative texts semantic accuracy is paramount, the constraints of song-translating necessarily mean some stretching or manipulation of sense. Meaning remains an important criterion, save in some exceptional cases like nonsense songs, but the definition of acceptable accuracy can be wider here than in other translating. Thus a precise word may be replaced by a near-synonym, a narrow term by a superordinate term, a particular metaphor by a different one which functions similarly in the context.

This stretching of sense may seem anathema to some orthodox translators; yet even they must admit that their work entails, quite naturally, the altering of word-order and of syllable-counts — changes which are inconsequential in most circumstances. In a genre where syllable-count matters a lot, the need to stretch sense arises just as naturally. 

Let us return to the case of ‘Allerseelen’. Since the words ‘Reseden’ and ‘Astern’ denote specific flowers, an accurate translation will give us ‘mignonettes’ and ‘asters’, and a scientific one may even supply Latin botanical terms. In this song, however, what matters most is that they are autumn flowers. A translator may therefore consider the options ‘flowers’ or ‘blooms’ (using superordinate nouns), or may even choose a different species which happens to fit. This explains Bernhoff’s version with its ‘roses’ — a word which, in my view, falls within the bounds of acceptable slippage. Besides, the poet’s specific choice of ‘Reseden’ was dictated in part by rhyme: he wanted something to go with ‘reden’, a word which he had probably chosen already, working backwards as rhymesters often do.

NATURALNESS
The criterion requiring a translator to use the target language in a reasonably natural way involves various considerations such as register and word-order. Abominations of language, or that oddly stilted style termed ‘translationese’, result either from failure to assess the naturalness of a target text or from insistence that semantic accuracy is the sole goal. Now there is a wide debate, at least in literary translation, about whether or not a translated text should conceal the fact that it has been translated; and few would argue that a difficult idiosyncratic poem can be adequately rendered by a version full of ‘reader-friendly’ blandness. But the case of song-translating is untypical. A song-text must communicate effectively on first encounter. This places a premium on naturalness of language, because unnaturalness demands from the audience additional (and superfluous) effort. A singable translation is not worth making unless it can be understood while the song is sung. 

I am not claiming that song-translations must avoid unnatural language at all costs: only that naturalness is one of the five criteria which the translator must strive for. As Ernst-August Gutt says in more general terms (Gutt 1991: 389):
‘Unnaturalness’ in translated texts often seems to involve gratuitous processing effort on the receptor audience’s part: perhaps due to interference from the original language or insuffient mastery of the receptor language, the expression used by the translator may turn out to require more than optimal processing cost on the audience’s part.




The ‘pentathlon principle’ works particularly well in the question of rhyme. When rhyme is present in the source text, some translators simply do without it — and in cases where the rhyme can be lost without cost, that will be a good option. In other cases, however, to abandon all rhyme is to score a zero on a significant part of the scorecard. Some other translators will say: ‘Yes, I will retain rhyme’, and will then set their target at perfect rhymes as numerous as those in the original and in the same locations. Sometimes they score very highly too!  But it costs them heavily in other ways: the rhyme at the end of the line plays such a role in shaping that whole line that the tail indeed wags the dog. 

Applying the ‘pentathlon principle’ may mean saying: ‘Yes, I will have some rhyme. But I will seek some margin of flexibility... In this case the rhymes won't have to be as perfect or numerous as in the original, and the rhyme-scheme need not be observed strictly. I will try to get a top score, but not at too great a cost to other considerations (such as meaning).’

For example, if the source text is a rhymed quatrain, I assume that the most important rhyme is the final one — but I might not care whether this line rhymes with line 1, 2, or 3. And I might not care whether the other two lines rhyme well, or at all. This is particularly true if the lines are short (e.g. the source text rhymes after every 6 syllables rather than 10 or 12). It is a general rule that the tighter the rhyming, the more the rhyme will determine the whole line.

Besides, even where rhyme is the chosen option, this does not mean that every rhyme must be a perfect rhyme — i.e. identical phonemes at the end of the lines. There may well be places where imperfect rhyme is a good option because it incurs less semantic loss. The rigid insistence on perfect rhyme for ‘love’, for example, opens the window to the ‘turtledove’ and the ‘stars above’. Except at the end of a stanza, such imperfect rhymes as ‘move’ or ‘enough’ must be deemed acceptable. (We have just seen the common German practice of slant-rhyme, in Gilm’s pairing ‘drücke/ blicke’)

RHYTHM
In songs, there is a particular problem of syllable-count. Some translators of songs consider it essential that a line of eight syllables must be translated into a line of eight syllables. According to one expert on French song, Frits Noske: ‘Musical prosody requires that the rhythm and number of syllables be identical with those of the original lines’ (Noske 1970 :30).

Such an objective is indeed highly desirable. But this articulation of it is too rigid. Let me take an example which Noske knew very well. When 19th century French composers were setting poems strophically they often made small changes to the rhythms from one verse to another, changing (say) a single up-beat into two small notes to match the verbal rhythms — a particular master of this was Chabrier.6 

The ‘pentathlon principle’ merely considers that identical syllable-count is desirable: but in practice a translator who finds that an eight-syllable English line is insolubly, unacceptably clumsy, may choose to add or subtract a syllable. This should be done only in acceptable places, in a piece of recitative (say) rather than a lyrical phrase. And it should be done judiciously: the best place to add a syllable is on a melisma, and the best place to subtract a syllable is on a repeated note, because those methods alter rhythm without destroying melody. 

Even changes to the melody are not completely out of the question either. May not a cautious translator sometimes choose deliberately to incur a loss in some small melodic detail rather than sacrifice (say) a verbal consideration such as meaning or natural word-order?  I certainly do not intend this as a general licence to rewrite melodies, merely a suggestion that an occasional subtle piece of musical ‘tweaking’ may be preferable to a glaring verbal gaffe. As Graham asks rhetorically: ‘Don’t composers make such changes in setting strophic songs?’ 7

In some cases there may be a shortage of syllables in the target text, either because the original had many short syllables or because the draft translation is very terse. The translator then has to choose between adding a new word or phrase, repeating a word or phrase, or dropping notes from the music. I favour the first option, with this proviso: any words added must give the appearance of coming from the subtext of the source. For example, the target text may have a monosyllabic noun where three syllables are wanted, and one can easily precede this with a plausible, natural-sounding adjective that coheres with the overall feeling of the text without adding anything very striking to it. The French ‘ta chevelure’, for example, might be translated first as ‘your hair’ and eventually as ‘your lovely hair’.

Syllabicity is actually less important, in English, than syllabic stress. Usually the translator will identify which notes in the song have been stressed by the composer (mostly down-beats) and will find a correspondingly stressed syllable in English, for the sake of singability. 

Besides, syllable-count is not an accurate measure of rhythm. Rhythm in songs is not the same as metre in traditional poetic scansion. An octosyllabic line of English or German verse can be analysed as (say) an iambic tetrameter, by virtue of its pattern of stressed syllables; but when a text is to be sung in English, one must consider not only the stresses but also the lengths of notes — which may vary between a quaver and a semi-breve. Thus in the song ‘Allerseelen’ the line ‘Gib mir nur einen deiner süssen Blicke’ contains not only weak and strong syllables but also a long eighth syllable, a longer tenth one, and a short breath after the fifth.  What one seeks is not a replication of the SL poem’s metrical form: it is a match for the existing music.8  For these reasons, a song-translator must pay attention to the length of vowels — as indicated above in the section on ‘singability’ — without ignoring the role of consonants either.

A few translators have told me that the strategies outlined above are not rigorous enough, and show too much willingness to sacrifice verbal and even musical subtleties for the sake of a ‘user-friendly’ target text. But on this point  I am unrepentant: I contend that the small pragmatic compromises involved in song-translating actually cohere with the intrinsic needs of the genre. A song-text is in essence an oral text, not a written one; and the translation is not worth making unless it can be understood during performance while the song is sung at a tempo predetermined by the composer.

HOW TO GO ABOUT TRANSLATING A SONG
The people best equipped to attempt this task are already competent translators, skilled in manipulating the target language, preferably native speakers of it. These people have immersed themselves in songs in question, preferably by singing them. They have access to a good thesaurus and a rhyming dictionary of the target language, as well as normal language dictionaries. And they are shrewd enough not to begin with line one!

1.	Identify the crucial parts of the song-text. The refrain or any other repeated section is likely to be more important than the verses. The start and end are likely to be more important than the middle. Work on these parts first, because unless you can achieve a really singable version of these you might as well give up. Try to work from the difficult sections towards the easy ones (where greater flexibility should be possible).
2.	Make your strategic decisions about the relative importance of your different criteria, as they apply to this particular song. Given that a high degree of singability is essential, how do you see the priorities and conflicts between meaning, naturalness, rhyme and rhythm? Ask yourself what features of the original song make it worth translating, and try to minimize loss of those features. Do not apply any rigid formula such as ‘form always overrules content.’
3.	If you plan to use rhyme at all, give early attention to all the rhyming-words. Adopt the old trick of working backwards from the last line, which helps to ensure that the rhymes do not appear progressively more forced or laboured. In a couplet or a quatrain, start with the last word, the one that will ‘clinch’ the rhyming pattern. 

The following version of the Gilm/Strauss example has resulted from my strategic thinking.

ALL SOULS’ DAY
Place in the vase      the autumn’s final roses
and put the crimson asters on display;
and let us talk again of love together,
as once in May.

Give me your hand,       and secretly I’ll hold it.
If people see,      I care not what they say.
Give me just one now      of your sweetest glances,
as then in May.

Each grave today      abounds in flowers and fragrance.
For all the dead this is a holy day.
Come to my heart,      let me again embrace you,
as once in May, as once in May.

This version can certainly be sung — and can possibly be improved on.

UNE CHANSON FRANÇAISE – A FRENCH SONG
Now  I offer a brief contrasting example, to show how these supple strategies apply to a text with different characteristics. This is a popular song in French, a comic song, by the Belgian song-writer Jacques Brel. It was presented on stage in 1967, and on record, before being published in musical score:

LE CHEVAL — Jacques Brel 
(première strophe)

J’étais vraiment j’étais bien plus heureux
Bien plus heureux avant quand j’étais cheval
Que je traînais Madame votre landau
Jolie Madame dans les rues de Bordeaux
Mais tu as voulu que je sois votre amant
Tu as même voulu que je quitte ma jument
Je n’étais qu’un cheval, oui, mais tu en as profité
Par amour de toi je me suis déjumenté.
Et depuis toutes les nuits
Dans ton lit de satin blanc
Je regrette mon écurie
Mon écurie et ma jument ….

This text is light verse rather than true poetry. It can be viewed as a dramatic monologue, written to be performed by a singer-comedian with somewhat equine teeth — namely Brel himself, whose taste for self-irony becomes positively exuberant in the third stanza: ‘Quand je chante ‘Ne me quitte pas’ je regrette mon écurie…’ [When I sing Jacques Brel’s best-known song I feel homesick for my stable]

A successful version of this text will require a creative translator with a good choice of strategy. My decisions were to prioritize form over meaning; to insist on good rhythm and punchy rhymes; and to render the overall sense while permitting slippage in the semantic detail. This may be called compromise, but I prefer to view it as compensation or re-creation. In line four the word ‘Bordeaux’ was chosen to rhyme with ‘landau’ — therefore I can sacrifice the geography for the phonology (it also has to rhyme with the last line of the song ‘quand tu étais chameau’). In line ten Brel chose the word ‘blanc’ in order to rhyme with ‘jument’ — therefore I can let the mare’s tail wag the dog.

My strategic thinking, using the five criteria of my pentalthon, assumes that the pragmatic need for singability includes also the need to be amusing — otherwise the English version will not have a similar effect on the audience as the original. At the same time I note that naturalness of language is not absolute in Jacques Brel’s text: on the contrary, one salient feature is his playful approach to French. This invites and permits a translator to fool around with the target language, for the purpose of entertainment. Brel’s preposterous coinage ‘déjumenté’ will be best rendered by a droll English neologism. The question to ask of the translation is not: ‘Is this a piece of normal standard English?’ but ‘Could this have credibly have been written by an anglophone songwriter?’ This a less rigorous variant of the naturalness criterion, applicable when one is translating texts that exhibit creative deviations from standard forms of the source language.





I was much happier then (why yes of course!)
back in the days when I was a horse,
when I would draw, Madame, your handsome gig,
pretty Madame, along the Rue des Digues.
But then you chose me for your next affair,
you even made me leave my friendly mare.
I was a horse, you took me for a ride.
For love of you I was ‘demarified’!
Since that time, every night,
in your bed of satin rare,
I sigh for my old stable 
and my friendly mare…

Given the comic persona (and the undistinguished music) it is clear that a performance of this song outside of Francophone countries would benefit greatly from being in the language of the audience — provided that a singable translation were available. 

How satisfactory is my version?  It does not score 100% on rhythm — on the contrary, I found that the liveliest English involved dropping a few syllables. Nor does it convey the precise meaning of ‘tu en as profité’ (line 7). But attempts to ‘correct’ these details would probably lead to a reduction in the total score across all five criteria — and that is a key point of this whole argument. 

RESTATEMENT
To conclude, let me restate the ‘pentathlon principle’ as a whole.
When translating a song, do not consider a priori  that any one feature is sacrosanct and must be perfectly retained. To consider anything sacrosanct a priori (either rhyme nor metre nor shape of phrases or whatever) is to accept a rigid constraint which may lead to great losses. By tolerating some slippage — small margins of compromise in several areas — one can more easily avoid serious translation loss in any single area. A translator working by this principle attempts to score highly in the overall effect of the text, without insisting on unbeatable excellence on any single criterion. The more margins of compromise are available, the greater chance of a successful target text.

One thing that the ‘pentathlon principle’ does not require, however, is that the whole event be completed within one day. On the contrary, when translating a song you should take several days so as to worry away at it and improve on the options you first thought of. This advice resembles the views reported in David Connolly’s article about translating poetry:











SONG-TRANSLATING AND THE QUESTION OF RHYME  - Peter Low

This article concerns the devising of song-translations intended for actual performance in the TL. Although often made, such ‘singable translations’ tend to be rejected as unusable by singers. The main reason for this — the intrinsic difficulty of the task — is often compounded by the translators’ failure to assess clearly what requirements must be met and to devise appropriate strategies. 

One particularly troublesome question is that of rhyme: it is sometimes assumed that because the ST rhymes (as is common) the TT must therefore rhyme equally much, and with the same rhyme-scheme, and with a high quality of rhymes. The resultant ‘rhyme at all costs’ strategy, usually adopted unthinkingly, has long bedevilled song-translating. 

The present article outlines the multiple exigencies of the task, identifying the five main considerations as singability, sense, naturalness, rhythm and rhyme. Quoting the views of a great composer-librettist, Richard Wagner, and of 20th-century practitioners of song-translating such as Drinker and Kelly,  it highlights the need for flexibility to cope with all these exigencies. Although the constraints might seem to place the translator in a ‘strait-jacket’, a flexible approach, permitting small slippages, often makes it possible to wriggle out.

Two particular areas where ‘wriggle-room’ can be gained are the frequency and the quality of rhymes. The article attacks all rigid approaches to rhyme-scheme and frequency of rhymes. It then proposes a score-sheet for evaluating not only true rhymes but also near-rhymes — since the latter should be part of every song-translator’s toolbox.

Attention is then given to singability and rhythm — two other considerations foreign to most translating tasks — and also to naturalness. Although this is a normal requirement of good translating, it is the one most often breached when translators insist on rhyming at all costs.





 SONG-TRANSLATING AND THE QUESTION OF RHYME
Peter Low

Do song-translations need to rhyme? This article proposes to go beyond this apparently simple question, and to clarify what makes for quality in song-translation. The main examples are European art-songs translated into English, but many points made will apply to other kinds of song (popular ballads, jazz songs, operatic arias) and to other languages.

The first answer to give is this: ‘Not if they are not intended to be sung’. Despite the what some writers seem to think, song-texts are frequently translated for purposes other than singing. For example, music teachers and singers may need translations for study, for reading silently in recital programmes, or for reading aloud before the song is sung in the SL. The translator’s choice of strategy should be determined by the particular skopos (end-purpose), as I have taken pains to show elsewhere (Low 2003a, 2005a, 2005b). Since rhyme is in essence a phonic device, it would be useless, even silly, to use rhyme in any translation intended for silent reading. To use rhyme in opera surtitles, for example, would be bizarre and distracting, and would add a further constraint to a task where pressures of space create enough problems already.1

A second answer might be:  ‘Not if rhyme is absent in the ST. ‘  Now rhyme is normal in many singing traditions: French and Italian songs, German Lieder... But the Latin Mass is unrhymed, and so are some texts in the European art-song tradition, not always recent. For example Debussy’s Chansons de Bilitis, over a century old, are unrhymed. To attempt rhyme here would be a pointless strategic mistake.  Now some might wish to think further about genre and the expectations of the target audience, and these cultural considerations belong in the equation somewhere. But rhyme is not the sort of expectation that translators will happily or easily satisfy. It should certainly not determine the outcome, as it did when the Scottish Psalter turned Hebrew poetry into rhyming doggerel.  

A third answer might be: ‘Not if the TL does not use rhyme’. Some languages do not use rhyme in song, and so much of the present article is irrelevant to them.
 
My focus here is on ‘singable translations’ intended to permit the actual performance in the TL of foreign songs, with their pre-existing music. All references to song-translating will henceforth refer to this alone, an area for which Harai Golomb proposes the promising acronym MLT — ‘music-linked translation’ (Golomb 2006). The task of devising such TTs (target texts) is unlike the tasks most translators attempt, since no other kind of translation places such importance on the phonic properties of languages. 

Do singable translations need to rhyme?  Long ago one A.H.F. Strangways inclined to the answer ‘no’: ‘translators have concentrated on the wrong things — rhyme chiefly ... it cannot be claimed that rhyme is a vital necessity for song, still less for translated song’ (Strangways 1921: 220). He admitted, however, that rhyme is often desirable, and most of his contemporaries thought it essential.

Before proceeding, let me touch on a more fundamental question: Ought songs to be sung in translation?  Many people seem to think not, particularly musicians in the European classical tradition. ‘Mozart in English is not Mozart’, they say. This is a tenable opinion. The two main reasons for singing in the original are the strong claim of the source text and the defective nature of most allegedly ‘singable’ versions. Only the source text offers the actual words set by the composer, along with all their phonic features such as rhymes and vowel-sounds, and of course their integral meaning. Such considerations prompted Kenneth Whitton to declare: ‘To sing lieder in translation is a weak substitute for the real thing — a poor supermarket wine beside one of the great Rhine or Rhine-Hessian vintages!’ (Whitton 1984: 85)

Conversely, there are some who argue vigorously for singing in the language of the audience. The fine recent article by Golomb says that music-linked translation ‘is the only procedure that can possibly simulate the effect of synchronised verbal/music/rhetorical fusion, as it functions in the original, transmitted from a singer’s mouth to a listener’s ear as an interaction realised in sound, sense and gesture.’ (Golomb 2005: 142). The British opera producer David Pountney puts it this way: ‘the sense arrives, like a glowing hot coal, straight from the mouth of the singer, and strikes instantly at the head and heart of the listener.’ (Pountney 1975: ix). By that argument, a Sydney Opera House production of Die Zauberflöte in German would not be Mozart either. 

Of course, relatively few songs have been translated well enough to achieve the ideal effect. Translating is a complex activity; and the devising of singable TTs is more difficult than most translating tasks. Some attempts are worthless. Some others, however, have been dismissed on invalid grounds by pedants who fail to understand the task or who think a translation can be judged independent of its skopos.

What would good singable translations be like? What criteria should they meet?  And what is the place of rhyme among these criteria? Here I wish to highlight the views of a great composer-librettist of the nineteenth century, and of two translator-theorists of the twentieth, Drinker and Kelly.

As long ago as 1852, Richard Wagner wrote with shrewdness and scorn about translations he encountered in German opera-houses. Here is the passage from his Oper und Drama:  
These translations [...] put together by people who knew nothing of either music or poetry […] were before all else not musical; they rendered an Italian or French text-book, for itself as word-poem, into a so-called Iambic metre which they ignorantly took to represent the really quite unrhythmic measure of the original; and these verses they got written under the music by some poor hack of a music-copyist, with instructions to dribble out a syllable to every note. 
The poetical labours of the translator had consisted in furnishing the vulgarest prose with the absurdest end-rhymes; and since he had often had the most painful difficulty in finding these rhymes themselves, — all heedless that they would be almost inaudible in 
the music, — his love toward them had made him distort the natural order of the words, past any hope of understanding. This hateful Verse, contemptible and muddled in itself, was now laid under a music whose distinctive Accents it nowhere fitted; on lengthy notes there came short syllables, on longer syllables the shorter notes; on the musical ‘ridge’ there came the verse’s ‘hollow’, and so the other way round. 
From these grossest offences against the sound, the translation passed on to a complete distortion of the latter on the ear, by countless textual repetition, that the ear instinctively turned away from the text and devoted its sole attention to the purely melodic utterance. (Wagner 1893: 359-60).

Here Wagner highlights the question of rhyme, finding some choices of rhyme to be absurd, and claiming that rhymes matter less than people think, since they are ‘almost inaudible’. 
	Then he focuses on word-order, where he criticizes the TTs for their lack of naturalness and the loss of comprehensibility, blaming these faults on the priority the translators gave to the rhymes. Thirdly, he criticizes the general mismatch between words and music:  misplaced accents, short syllables where long ones are needed, weak language where strength is needed.
	
He also says that the TTs in question are not poems but the ‘vulgarest prose’. We can safely conclude that he deems them defective as vocal texts and would not dream of setting them to music. In the same chapter of Oper und Drama, Wagner deplores one consequence of these poor translations: they encouraged singers to downplay the text, and thus tended to debase the whole verbal dimension of music-drama. German opera-singers, he says:
… accustomed themselves to paying less and less heed to the text, as conveying any sense; and through this disregard they emboldened the translators to an ever more thorough slovenliness in the prosecution of their labours. (Wagner 1893: 361-2)

This was a composer who wished his own works to be presented in the language of the audience. Not only did he want high-quality translations, he even ‘offered to rewrite music, if necessary, to accommodate the needs of translations from German into other languages.’ (Herman &Apter 1991: 102)

Some idea of the 19th-century German translations Wagner disliked can be gained from 19th-century English ones. Theodore Baker’s version of Die schöne Müllerin (words by Müller, music be Schubert) appeared in 1895 and remained in print for much of the 20th-century, in a selection of Schubert songs published by Schirmer of New York. Here is part of song six ‘Der Neugierige’:

O Bächlein, meiner Liebe		O streamlet dearest streamlet,
Wie bist du heut so stumm!		How dumb thou art today,
Will ja nur Eines wissen,		I’d fain know one thing only,
Ein Wörtchen um und um,			One word then prythee say,
Ein Wörtchen um und um.			One word then prythee say.

Ja, heisst das eine Wortchen,		One word is ‘yes’ so pleasant,
Das and’re heisset ‘Nein’     	The other word is ‘no’,
Die beiden Wörtchen schliessen 	Each little word comprising
die ganze Welt mir ein.			My world of bliss or woe.

And here is part of song eight ‘Morgengruss’:

O lass mich nur von ferne stehn,	I only crave afar to gaze
Nach deinem lieben Fenster sehn	Upon thy window’s shining rays,
Von ferne, ganz von ferne!		Tho’ distant ‘tis my pleasure.
Du blondes Köpfchen, komm hervor!  	I fain at your small door would see
Hervor aus deinem runden Thor,   	That fair young head so dear to me,
Ihr blauen Morgensterne, 		And morning stars of azure,
Ihr blauen Morgensterne,		And morning stars of azure,
Ihr Morgensterne!				the stars of azure!


Dr Baker probably knew German well, but he seems to have lacked one of the basics of translating, the ability to write well in the TL. His skill in rhyming is not impressive either, though some of his contemporaries were even worse. Such examples explain why some classical musicians dismiss translations outright, and even draw the hasty conclusion that Lieder are ‘untranslatable’. 

A hundred years after Wagner, an American musician-translator named Henry Drinker published an extended discussion of song-translating. With concerns similar to Wagner’s, but a deeper analysis of the task, he wrote perhaps the best article ever penned on making singable English versions of German songs. Near the start of his article, he says this:
‘I suggest six requisites in an adequate English text for a vocal work: 
(1) to preserve the notes, rhythm, and phrasing of the music; 
(2) to be readily singable with the particular music; 
(3) to be appropriate to the particular music; 
(4) to be idiomatic and natural English, and not merely translated German, Italian, etc.;
(5) to contain rhymes wherever the music or the text calls for them; 
(6) to reproduce the spirit and substantially the meaning of the original.’ (Drinker 1952: 226)

Drinker then explains and expands on all these points. His call for ‘rhymes wherever the music or the text calls for them’ may seem to beg the question: does he mean rhymes as numerous as those in the ST and following the same rhyme-scheme? His article shows that it doesn’t, as we shall see, and his approach is generally practical and undogmatic. We may note also his demand for ‘idiomatic and natural English’, a point which few song-translators before his time seem to have grasped. 

The article which I most recommend alongside Drinker’s is more recent and even more practical: Andrew Kelly’s ‘Translating French Song as a Language Learning Activity’. Despite its modest title and tenor, this may be the best piece yet written about making singable English versions of French songs. Kelly gives this advice to the translator:  
(1) Respect the rhythms; 
(2) Find and respect the meaning; 
(3) Respect the style; 
(4) Respect the rhymes; 
(5) Respect the sound; 
(6) Respect your choice of intended listeners; and 
(7) Respect the original. (Kelly 1992-3: 92)
It is significant that the injunction is ‘respect’, not ‘replicate closely’. He says for example: ‘there is no need for slavish observation of original rhythms…’ (1992-3: 95). 

The writers quoted above all think that multiple considerations apply when translating songs. My own formulation of these is ‘the pentathlon principle’, which lists five criteria very similar to Drinker’s (merely combining his second and third).  My metaphor is of a pentathlete trying to optimize his score over five dissimilar ‘events’: namely Singability, Sense, Naturalness, Rhythm and Rhyme (Low 2003b, 2005a).





It is in the context of this need for flexibility that I now tackle on the question of rhyme. Two areas where one can gain valuable ‘wriggle-room’ are frequency of rhyme, and quality of rhyme. This is true in any TL where rhyme is desired, so that few of the following remarks apply only to English.

Our thinking can be enhanced by some preliminary questions: 
1 - Are rhymes frequent in the source text?
2 - Is rhyme important in the source text?
3 - Is it a comic song?
Any strategy for translating a song should involve answers to all of these, preferably conscious and considered answers, such as the following:

1. The frequency of rhymes varies greatly, with some texts rhyming every two or three lines, and others rhyming twice in some lines. Normally frequency depends on metre: there is more rhyming in texts with hexasyllabic lines than those with decasyllabic lines. When a song has short lines all rhyming, it is harder for a translator to replicate this feature. It may be better not to try, but only if rhyme lacks importance in the particular song.

2. Whether rhyme is important in a specific ST is harder to judge. Only examination of that particular song permits a decision on whether rhyme is a feature whose omission would be a serious loss. One kind of song where rhyme tends to matter a lot is the clever comic song, where rhymes (often surprising ones) provide wit and gusto. 

3. Fortunately, comic songs are a special case, because their different tone permits a different approach. An expert writer on jazz song, Gene Lees, puts it thus: ‘In humorous songs, almost anything goes, including peculiar word order and outrageous false rhymes.’ (Lees 1981: 15). This approach made it much easier for me to translate Erik Satie’s ‘Ludions’ (words by Fargue).

	I think a flexible approach may be more acceptable in today’s climate than it used to be. Historically, rhyme was common in English poetry, as in song; but today’s poets value it much less. In song, the situation is less clear-cut. Perhaps unrhymed songs are more common than formerly, but in many traditions rhyme is still strong.  There is even one tradition – rap – where it is very prominent, though the virtuoso rhymes evident there would not all be judged good rhymes by the practitioners of the past. What we can say is that fewer people now are concerned about quality of rhyme and consistency of rhyme-scheme: in the 21st century we are not afflicted by the rhyming pedants that lived a hundred years ago.

	Some functional thinking is useful too. Rhyme is a device using the phonic features of language. It creates echoes — audible links — between syllables at the end (usually) of lines of verse. It is associated particularly with writing that manipulates another phonic feature of language: rhythm. In combination with rhythm, rhyme often has the deliberate effect of building stanzaic patterns, where at the end of a unit (such as a quatrain) it creates the expectation of a ‘clinch’ — a rhyme that closes the pattern in a satisfying way at the very point where a sentence ends.

	That fact enables us to see that rhymes are not all equally important: some could be called ‘passing rhymes’ and others ‘clinching rhymes’, a difference to be explored presently. Similarly, rhymes are not all equally audible and prominent in songs. We can see, on the one hand, that music often lengthens a rhyming syllable, and place it on a down-beat with a prominent cadence — this is particularly true of the ‘clinching rhymes’. On the other hand, Wagner was not mistaken or alone in suggesting that some rhymes in vocal music are inaudible. Frits Noske puts it this way: ‘While rhyme has an important auditory function in recited poetry, its value, unless reinforced by a musical rhyme, is much more restricted in music.’ (Noske 1970: 31). And Arthur Graham explains that: ‘the auditory effect of rhyme is much weaker in song than in poetry, for the actual time between rhymes is greater and the cadential function of rhyme is handled by musical cadence.’ (1989: 31)

FREQUENCY OF RHYME
Although in song-texts there is usually one rhyme per line, there is no law saying that a TT must replicate this. Nevertheless some writers, perhaps thinking of only a few kinds of song, make declarations like this:  ‘The rhyme-scheme of the original poetry must be kept because it gives shape to the phrases’ (Dyer-Bennett, c.1965). He is not wrong about rhyme being a good way to retain the shape of the phrases, but there may be better ways of doing so, verbal or musical — and perhaps even in the work he was translating, the same Schöne Müllerin.

The case for equal frequency was challenged over ninety years ago. As early as 1915, Sigmund Spaeth declared: ‘When rhymes are emphasized by the music, the translator can hardly afford to omit them. But usually a modification is permissible, as, for instance, in the four-line stanzas with alternating rhyme (very common in French songs) where the rhyming of the second and fourth lines is quite sufficient in translation’ (Spaeth 1915: 297). In 1921 Strangways gave this advice: ‘rhyme if the form of the stanza makes rhyme expected; but this is the case less often than might be supposed.’ (1921: 224).

Drinker offers advice particularly about those ABAB quatrains where the first rhyme is a two-syllable ‘feminine’ one, saying that ‘the rhymes in 1 and 3 may be omitted without noticeably affecting the smoothness of the verse’ (Drinker 1952: 233). If it is a long strophic song, he says, one may restore them in the final stanza to good effect. This is certainly a better option than creating an expectation of frequent rhymes and then disappointing it. Herman and Apter, discussing the translating of operas, remark similarly on the case of quatrains: ‘having as much rhyme as the original […] is not always the best option for translators into English. One alternative is to drop intermediate rhymes, retaining only the rhymes which end a verse or quatrain. (e.g. changing rhyme scheme abab into xaxa).’ (1991: 104-5).  

That argument can be taken further. What I call a ‘clinching rhyme’ is the rhyme that closes a structural unit such as a quatrain. In most song-texts it comes at the end of a syntactic unit (a sentence), before the singer takes a big breath. This rhyme is more prominent and audible than the ‘passing rhymes’ which the singer does not dwell on. Now a weak clinching rhyme can be a serious defect, in a song or any rhyming verse. In a rhymed quatrain, therefore, I consider the final rhyme the most important — but I might not care whether this rhyming word rhymes with line 1, 2, or 3. And I might not care whether the other two lines rhyme well, or at all. The rhyme-scheme for a quatrain might thus become xAxA, AxxA, or xxAA — and need not do the same thing in every stanza. This is particularly useful if the lines are short (if the ST rhymes after every 6 syllables rather than 10 or 12). It is a general rule that the tighter the rhyming, the more the rhyme will determine the whole line, and one must try to minimize the adverse consequences of this. A useful ‘rhymester’s trick’ is to decide on the clinching word before choosing the earlier word that rhymes with it — the result will seem less forced or contrived than it really is. 

Like most of the men quoted above, then, I refuse to demand equal frequency of rhymes. But I do think that rhyme matters, and that loss of a rhyme incurs some loss of points. The following advice from Kelly has general validity: ‘Particular attention is needed to rhymes in prominent places — the first and last verses, refrains and verse-ends.’ (Kelly 104)

Now rhyme is much more important in some songs than others. Drinker says that a minority of verse is actually driven by the rhymes, and that a rhymester can often recognize this. I agree:  these are often comic verses, and one may suspect any text with short lines and frequent rhymes. Drinker’s conclusion is very useful: ‘These poems are essentially verbal stunts and in such cases the translator is, I believe, justified in taking even more liberty with the literal meaning of the text than ordinarily.’ (Drinker 234)  A case in point is ‘Les filles et les chiens’ by Jacques Brel. At first I considered this song untranslatable, but later — after following Drinker’s line of thought — I proved otherwise with a largely rhyme-driven TT. The translator’s normal reverence for the meaning of words need not apply when the original author has clearly prioritized their sounds.

QUALITY OF RHYME
The other area where rhyming can be flexible is in the quality of rhymes used. To insist on nothing but ‘perfect rhymes’ is to tighten one’s own strait-jacket. ‘But surely, ‘ say some people, ‘a pair of words either rhyme or they don’t!’ That views is elementary — and ultimately wrong. The truth is that there are degrees of phonic similarity, of ‘rhyming-ness’. A pair of words may well have audible correspondences that fall short of perfect rhyme. 

Here is a serviceable definition of good-quality rhymes: for two words to rhyme,
— either they must end in open syllables with the same final vowel and preceding consonant;
— or they must end in closed syllables with the same final consonant(s) and preceding vowel.
In addition, the rhyming vowel must be a stressed one (sing/blessing is not a rhyme, and nor is knighthood/driftwood). It follows that pairs of words with further resemblances beyond those in the definition constitute ‘rich rhyme’, and that some pairs fall just short — near-rhymes.

I contend that near-rhymes should be part of the toolbox of every song-translator. This was suggested  as long ago as 1921, when Strangways opined that: ‘if rhyme does not present itself, there is a good deal to be said for doing without it; assonance is sometimes available, and alliteration may lend its artful aid.’  (Strangways 1921: 216) More recently Kelly put it thus: ‘There is a wide choice of acceptable English rhymes: from the pure to the approximate; from the assonance of rhythms to that of vowels and even consonants assisted by rhythm... This greater freedom in English facilitates translation, as well as aiding style.’ (Kelly 1992-3: 102-3)  Ronnie Apter likewise draws attention to: ‘rhyme substitutes such as off-rhyme (line-time), weak rhyme (major-squalor), half rhyme (kitty-pitted) and consonant-rhyme (slat-slit).’ (Apter 1985: 309-310). Other terms sometimes used are slant-rhyme and part-rhyme.

We need to acknowledge these as inferior without proscribing them as taboo. Are they as good as good rhymes?  Nobody thinks so. Gene Lees even calls them ‘cheats’:  ‘The ear seems to accept a similarity between m and n, as in pain and game… It’s a cheat but it works.’ (Lees 1981: 14) And he adds ‘Another cheat you can get away with is the rhyming of a singular with a plural’. Though undesirable as a rhyme, it may be a good option for other reasons. 

Lees was talking of creative song-writing, but the point is even more applicable and important to translating. While the creation of rhyming verse in English requires practice, it is not difficult — creative writers, after all, can revise their verses freely, and may at times let the rhymes lead them onwards. Translators, by contrast, must consider the meaning already present in the ST, and are working under other restraints as well. If anything, then, they require greater mastery of rhymes — and of near-rhymes — than other makers of verse. 

This is why I propose a scheme to use in assessing quality of rhyme. Going from rich rhymes to poor near-rhymes, it seeks to show the range of  options with undue complexity. For the first examples, I take a word that is notorious for the cliché rhymes which it generates —  my love flies above as a dove — especially in songs.

Options for closed syllables 
	Love/glove	Vowel and the consonants on both sides      
	Love/shove	Good rhyme 
	Love/rough	Final consonant close but not identical
	Love/move  	Vowel close but not identical
	Love/lug  	Final consonant different 
	Love/have  	Vowel different
Options for open syllables 
	Belie/rely	Consonant and the vowels on both sides
	Lie/fly 		Good rhyme
	Lie/rye   	Consonant close but not identical
	Lie/die    	Consonant different
	Lie/lay 	Vowel close but not identical
	Lie/lee		Vowel different

Four of those options are true rhymes (1&7, which are rich rhymes, plus 2&8). The term ‘near rhyme’ suits 3,4,9 and 10. We may note that German poets often accept cases of option 4 (Zeiten/bedeuten). As for 5 and 11, they are not good substitutes for rhyme, while 6 and 12 can scarcely be heard as kinds of rhyme at all. Yet they are better than nothing, and so are included in what I now propose:

POINT-SCORING SCHEME for the evaluation of rhymes

	Love/glove 	&  Belie/rely     	10 points
	Lie/fly     				9 points
	Love/ shove	   			8 points 
	Lie/rye					7 points
	Love/rough     				6 points
	Lie/die					5 points
	Love/move      				4 points
	Lie/lay 				3 points
	Love/lug       				2 points 
	Love/have    	& Lie/lee		1 point 
     
Since we are discussing rhymes in songs, a preference is given to open syllables, those which end with a stressed vowel and no consonant. These are desirable because the singer has less trouble executing them and because the listener can grasp the meaning of long notes without having to wait for the final consonants. ‘Closed syllables’ here include cases like eggs/begs (two final consonants) and even aping/piping (a unaccented syllable after the stressed vowel) — these pairs score 8 points and 6 points respectively. Now I expect that views will differ about precise points-value, and that refinements could be made — one could look, say, at interposed consonants (laze/paves)— but the scheme’s main virtue is that it permits quantified evaluation. In addition, I propose to count a bonus point whenever the ‘clinching rhyme’ is of good quality (8 points or above).

To show how this works, here are six lines translated by Andrew Kelly. This advocate of ‘approximate rhymes’ even dared tackle a stanza of Georges Brassens with very short lines and prominent rhymes:  
Notre Père,/Qui, j’espère,/Êtes aux cieux,/ N’ayez cure/ Des murmures/ Malicieux.  
‘Lord our Father/Who, I gather,/ Art in Heaven,/In your glory/ Spurn this story/ Quite unproven.’  
On my scheme this translation scores 6+8+4, giving an average of 6, which is impressive under the circumstances, and which also — this is a key point — permits good scores on all the other criteria. 2 

How does all this help the song-translator? In the first place, it greatly widens the pool of available rhyme-words. In the second place, the flexibility offered can lead to better solutions to the other problems: meaning, rhythm, etc. The Brassens/Kelly example proves both points, in a stanza which would surely be ‘untranslatable’ with perfect rhymes. My plea for tolerance of flexible rhyming is a call to extend the acceptance long given to a few imperfect rhymes (e.g.love/move, time/mine) to the acceptance of many others — in the interests of overall quality.

One extreme case is the word ‘nothing’. As Gene Lees puts it: ‘Nothing rhymes with nothing.’ (1981: 53)  By my calculations, however, near-rhymes like ‘cutting’ and ‘stuffing’ would score 6 points, as would all the words that rhyme with them, over twenty words altogether. Even ‘loving’ would score 2.

Look again at the notorious case of ‘love’. English provides only six true rhymes, some quite problematical — can one use ‘shove’ or ‘guv’?  That is why song-writers have often settled for near-rhymes scoring 6 points or even less. And song-translators, not being entitled to invent meanings at will, have even better reason to exploit the dozens of near-rhymes available — there are over twenty in the ‘rough/stuff’ group alone.

A word must be said about so-called ‘feminine rhymes’ — two-syllable rhymes where the last syllable is unaccented. Here the penultimate vowel is the one that needs to rhyme. These have caused particular problems for song-translators. Traditionally, English poetry has made less use of such endings than has poetry in some other languages (such as Italian). Therefore song-translators creating an English TT need unusual skill in feminine rhymes. Although penultimate stress is not uncommon in English, one certainly has trouble finding good rhymes of this kind (what rhymes with ‘uncommon’, what rhymes with ‘English’?).





I now move from the question of rhyme to consider sense, singability, rhythm, and naturalness.

It might be consistent to develop similar scoring-systems for these other four ‘pentathlon events’, but I have not done so. With them, I am content with the notion of ‘losing points’ when a chosen line of TT falls short of the ideal. This does not mean equating second-best with perfect, it means accepting imperfection (as translators must) and trying to minimize it. Song-translators cannot avoid inaccuracies — for example semantic ones — and given the complexity of the task, rule-bound dogmatism is unhelpful or just plain silly. While incurring and accepting loss of points, translators can recognize that a deviation in one area may have great compensating benefits in another. 

SENSE
The need for flexibility is seldom doubted in the matter of sense. Not only do all song-translators make use of standard ‘creative tools’ of good wordsmiths, such as transposition, modulation, paraphrase and compensation, but almost all make semantic compromises that would be unacceptable in, say, a scientific translation. 

One of the earliest remarks recorded about opera-translation comes from 1710, when Joseph Addison said that translators ‘would often make words of their own which were entirely foreign to the meaning of the passages they pretended to translate; their chief care being to make the numbers of the English verse answer to those of the Italian, that both might go to the same tune.’ (Addison, 1710). This is a claim that semantic considerations were being sacrificed to the syllable-count. It has often been echoed: people remark, with or without reproach, that song-translations are ‘very free’. The truth, however, is that every translation is free by some criterion. For example, most alter the rhythm of the words. Normally this does not matter, because rhythm is seldom relevant and is sacrificed, quite properly, to the criteria that do apply, notably meaning. In songs, however, phonic properties and semantic details all have their importance. Therefore there should be limits to freedom. Addison’s words ‘entirely foreign to the meaning’ are certainly a complaint. He implies that some transfer of sense is needed in song-translating. And he is right, because otherwise the TT is not a translation at all. 

Drinker, in discussing sense, emphasizes the need to look at the ST as a whole: ‘The translator must try primarily to reproduce the spirit and mood of the original’ (1952: 235). He points out also that there is no need to translate line by line (in this respect, singable translations differ from those intended for study). Here is how he puts it: ‘Very often, also, the order in which the thought is expressed in the foreign language can be rearranged as between the several lines, thus giving more latitude in finding sets of rhyming words.’ (1952: 234). Another well-judged remark is this one, from Harai Golomb: ‘Semantic approximations and loose summaries that would be hair-raising in music-free contexts and normally rejected as translational non-starters can be accommodaed on the micro-level in MLT [music-linked translation], especially if sacrifices of this type earn the text such valued qualities as rhythmical elegance, witty and effective word-music alignment, immediate communicability etc.’ (Golomb 2005: 133)

A further point to consider is that the meaning of the words is a lot more important in some songs (logo-centric ones) than in others. For the latter ones, I suggest that departures from meaning incur less ‘loss of points’.

I move now to two considerations which (like rhyme) are foreign to most translating tasks: Singability and Rhythm.

SINGABILITY
This is a subject which singers have a particular competence to judge, and which other writers have covered in more detail (Drinker 1952; Herman & Apter 1991; Gorlée 1997). Its importance is so great that translators who fail to produce really singable TTs have wasted their time. One of the likely benefits of a flexible approach to rhyme is a higher score in singability. 

Attention must be given to vowels. It is not that the TT vowels need to match those in the ST, but that they must match the needs of the melody. When translating into English, one cannot use short vowel-sounds at will, because these are unsuited to long notes. A short vowel placed under a minim or semibreve will not emerge as the vowel you wanted. As Gene Lees puts it: ‘You cannot sing cappp… you can only sing caaap.’ (Lees 1981: 19). Thus words like cap, trick, and cut are often unusable. On a long note the word ‘bit’ will come out as ‘bet’ or ‘beet’. A particular concern of singers is the choice of vowels on high notes. Good vowels for high notes are those found in ‘cart’, ‘kite’, ‘cut’ and ‘key’, followed by ‘court’, ‘cot’, ‘kit’ and ‘soot’. Similarly, some recommend particular vowels for low notes — the vowels of ‘coat’, ‘coot’ and ‘cot’. Another special case is the showy melisma, where a single vowel is held for ten or twenty notes: here the vowels of ‘cart’ and ‘kite’ are good options.

There are issues with consonants too. Some single words like ‘strict’ are hard to enunciate, and consonant-clustering in adjacent words can create tongue-twisters. A phrase like ‘God’s grace’ is bad because it puts four consonants together – dzgr. In this regard Gene Lees advises: ‘Do not, if it can possibly be avoided, begin a word with the same consonant that ended the preceding word’. (1981: 22). 

Another aspect of singability is matching the composer’s reading of the ST, for example by placing the key words of the TT exactly where the music highlights them. Rather than expand on this matter, however, I move to another criterion — one where, as with rhyme, inflexible views have led to poor translating.

RHYTHM
Eugene Nida says that translators of songs are constrained to replicate, among other things: ‘(1) a fixed length for each phrase, with precisely the right number of syllables, [and] (2) the observation of syllabic prominence (the accented vowels or long syllables must match correspondingly emphasized notes in the music)’. (Nida 1964: 177)  Fortunately, his words ‘fixed’ and ‘precise’ overstate the situation. There are kinds of song where perfect syllabic fit is needed, such as hymns intended for unrehearsed congregational singing by untrained voices. But there are many other kinds of singing, and some of them involve rehearsed performance by trained professionals.

He is right, however, about syllabic prominence. It is not enough simply to achieve the same syllable-count: verbal stresses must match musical stresses. False stresses sound unnatural, can obscure the meaning, and can even alter it — aller mourir dans le désert cannot be ‘to go and die in the desert’ because the stress will fall on the final syllable!  Gene Lees puts it thus: ‘It is absolutely necessary to fit unstressed syllables to unstressed notes, stressed syllables to stressed notes.’ (1981: 31). For example, words like ‘the’ cannot fall on a downbeat; nor can weak syllables like the –ing suffix.  Stress matters less in some other languages, but these immutable stresses are part of English. Only a comic song may break this basic rule, as famously demonstrated when Flanders and Swann stressed the fourth syllable of ‘hippopotamus’! 

Given the constraints, translators sometimes choose to alter the syllable-count, for example rendering the three syllables mon ami as ‘my friend’, by either suppressing one musical note or slurring two together.  On this controversial matter, I make this proposal:
	Rhythmic variants already present in song 	— lose 0 points
	Small alteration to rhythm			— loses 1 point
	Small alteration to melody			— loses 3 points

But are such alterations acceptable at all? Drinker expresses horror: ‘to change the music to suit the convenience of the translator is akin to blasphemy.’ (1952: 227). This is an understandable view when the music is by great classical composers. The word ‘blasphemy’ shows, I believe, that he was thinking of Bach or Brahms, not Irving Berlin or Jacques Brel. Drinker’s view, which is shared by other classical musicians, can fairly be characterized as rule-bound. They think that even the dotting a quaver would be ‘not playing by the rules’.  I prefer a more flexible, end-focused approach. The objective is the successful live performance of a song to an audience that can understand an English version, and if some judicious adding and subtracting of syllables helps to achieve this communicative goal, it can be justified. A decision to ‘lose points’ in this area does not declare that ‘the music doesn’t matter’, only that the details of the music are not sacrosanct.

A un-sacred song can provide an example. Brel’s ‘Les filles et les chiens’ begins each stanza with two isolated syllables: ‘Les filles’. Isolated phrases are often tricky in song-translation, and would be even made more tricky by a rule-bound approach. Well, the obvious English version is monosyllabic: ‘Girls’. As a translator, I took the option unhesitatingly, convinced that no alternative could possibly score as well on the criteria of sense and naturalness.

Besides, there is a detail which Nida — and even Noske — were unaware of: the phenomenon of rhythmic variants. Many songs themselves show flexibility in syllable-count, within the SL. These are strophic songs (i.e. those where different verses fit the same music), which vary tiny details of the rhythm and sometimes the melody, to accommodate different wordings. Two genres where this is common are folk-songs and ballads (for example, the Scottish favourite ‘Loch Lomond’ and the Australian favourite ‘Waltzing Matilda’). The former switches between a single up-beat note and a two-note anacrusis. The latter includes different rhythmic versions of bar one and two. This gives ample justification for anyone translating these texts to use either version of these rhythms in any verse, without ‘incurring loss of points’. Such variants are far less common in hymns.

They occur also in those art-songs that are strophic. Here, the poem was often not written for musical setting, and the composer who chose to set several stanzas to one melody often encountered rhythmic problems. To return to Schubert’s Schöne Müllerin, ‘Morgengruss’ (quoted above) varies the first and last lines of the stanza, and in other songs a line may even have two syllables more than its counterpart. There the variants were created by the poet, and the composer merely coped with them. This happens even in regular French verse: Gounod’s ‘Sérénade’ has regular hexasyllabic lines (by Hugo), but the sixth line of the stanza is stressed sometimes on the third, sometimes on the fourth syllable. Noting this phenomenon, Drinker says that the translator may use any variant already present in the song: ‘I do not regard these as changes in the music’ (1952: 228). What song-writers do, song-translators may do too. 

At times, in my view, one may tinker with the rhythms in ways not condoned by the composer. In these cases the translator does ‘lose points’, but the losses are either small or justified. In the jazz tradition, the loss is minimal, because such tinkering falls within the normal ‘wriggle-room’ accorded to performers reinterpreting standard songs. Focusing on another popular genre, the French chanson, Andrew Kelly says: ‘There is no need for slavish observation of original rhythms, simply respect with minimum departure within musical limits for reasons that are clear such as better meaning, sound, naturalness of expression, accommodation of rhyme etc.’ (Kelly 1992-3: 95)

What about Italian opera? Suppose we have a recitative recounting some off-stage events. Here sense, naturalness and singability matter more than rhythm or rhyme. If the important narration is well-served by adding or subtracting the odd syllable, one should do so. Even Drinker accepts the omission of a repeated note ‘at the end of a line in recitativo secco’ (1952: 228). The same opera, however, will have major arias in which any tampering with the syllable-count of the melodic phrases would be very undesirable.
 
If one has to add a syllable, the best place is where two notes are already slurred together. If one has to subtract a syllable, the best place is where two notes are sung at the same pitch. Suppose, for the sake of an example, that I were translating the ‘Marseillaise’. The start reads (with the downbeats placed in capitals): Allons, enFANTS de la patRI-e, with two notes slurred on the stressed syllable RI. For this I would add a syllable: ‘Be ready, CHILdren of the MOTHerland’ where that slurred syllable is replaced by the two syllables ‘mother’. Conversely, in the chorus, Aux ARmes, citoYENS, I would omit the short second syllable of ‘armes’, thus: ‘To ARMS, men of FRANCE.’ These are minor changes that do not affect the melody or the basic marching rhythm of the song.

My final example is from German Lieder: long ago Strangways claimed that the crucial last line of ‘Erlkönig’ (Goethe/Schubert) should be reduced from nine syllables — In seinen Armen das Kind war tot — to seven — ‘In his arms the boy was dead’ (Strangways 1921:  222). These changes, omitting the first note and slurring two others together, would by some be called ‘blasphemous’. But Strangways showed that they make possible the ideal placement of the three key words, and retain the semantic accuracy and dramatic simplicity which other options would compromise.





This is a normal requirement of good translating: one seeks to use the TL in a natural way, and not to produce ‘translationese’. Naturalness is particularly important in  song — and other oral texts — because the option of re-reading is unavailable.

Song-texts, of course, are not the most spontaneous pieces of language, and may contain departures from natural expression. But that does not explain the extent to which song-translations have ignored or dismissed the need for naturalness. What does often explain it — though not excuse it — is the determination of translators to rhyme at all costs. An article by Frederick Kirchberger, published first in 1972, explains why many song-translations are never actually sung: ‘Due to the desperate search for rhymes, the choice of words tends toward either the trite or the far-fetched’ (Kirchberger 2006: 532). Arthur Graham concurs: ‘The search for rhyme often breeds awkward syntax and inappropriate vocabulary’ (1989, 31). To use the pentathlon metaphor, it is as though the athletes were unaware of the 1500 metres event, and neither trained nor competed. 

One area where this problem can be seen is inverted word-order. In English, adjectives precede nouns, and verbs occur between subjects and objects, and so that is the pattern that prose-translators follow —  irrespective of what happens in the SL — except where inversions are normal in the TL. But song-translators, at least before 1950, seem to have ignored this issue. Their contorted or pretensious efforts in English often detract from the comprehensibility of a song in performance — and this, we recall, was one of Wagner’s objections to German translators. For example, a famous aria from Samson et Dalila begins with normal French word-order Mon cœur s’ouvre à ta voix, yet this is translated with a strange inversion: ‘Softly awakes my heart’.3

Gene Lees has a very clear opinion: ‘The lyricist should avoid inverted or otherwise peculiar word orders in setting up a rhyme’ (1981: 14).  We may note, however, that his remarks are directed at SL writers, not translators. Besides, poems and song-texts in many languages play around with word-order. I therefore refuse to ban all departures from normal word-order (which would amount to placing this criterion in first place). Instead I accept the permissibility of unnatural word-order, and simply deduct points for it. For example, I would deduct three points for ‘his daughter fair’ and two for the less clumsy ‘his daughter young and fair’.

Drinker’s typically thoughtful comments on this problem insist on the need for flexibility. Unusual word-order is hard to avoid altogether, he says, ‘in view of the necessity of putting a particular word on a particular note or a particularly strong word at the beginning or end of a musical line’ (1952: 232). I see this as the dilemma between naturalness and one aspect of singability. 

Even worse than inversions was the widespread use of archaism in song-translations. How can one explain the famous aria from Wagner which begins (in a well-known translation) by addressing ‘O Star of Eve’? Is this a variety of apple?  No, the German word was Abendstern — ‘evening star’. The translator’s deviation from naturalness also detracted from sense. Theodore Baker’s version of Die schöne Müllerin included not only the words quoted above — ‘fain’ and ‘streamlet’ — but also such oddities as ‘I trow’, ‘brooklet’ or ‘mead’ (as a synonym of  ‘meadow’!), and the bizarre ‘prythee’ with its first syllable on a longish stressed note. I would deduct points for all these archaisms, which were all already archaic when the TT was made. I reject the non-words ‘o’er’, ‘ne’er’ and ‘’neath’ which nobody ever spoke. I deduct points also for ‘thou’ and ‘thee’ — except in religious texts translated before 1960.  Some may object, perhaps, that a ST (a Goethe poem, say) sounds archaic today. But that is irrelevant, since usually he wrote in the language of his day. The only case where archaism would not lose points in a TT is when it was present from the start as a deliberate feature of the ST, for example in a modern song about Robin Hood.4  In that case the deviation from naturalness can be defended as fidelity to the style of the original. 

EVALUATION OF TRANSLATED TEXTS

Putting these crtieria together, I propose an overall evaluation of six lines translated by Baker.
This is song twenty of Die schöne Müllerin , ‘Des Baches Wiegenlied’, stanza two:

Will betten dich kühl 				Cool, cool be thy bed,
Auf weichem Pfühl,				Soft to thy head,
In dem blauen kristallenen Kammerlein.	In the chamber of 
								crystal blue.
Heran, heran,					Come ye pale nymphs,
Was wiegen kann					Of forest and spring
Woget und wiebet den Knaben mir ein.	To rock him and swing him,
							    my boy fond and true.

SINGABILITY: 5 points.  Despite the easy open syllables which end lines 3 and 6, this text is defective for singing: the adjacent ‘t’s mean that line 2 will surely emerge as ‘soff to’. Besides, the word ‘nymphs’ is something of a tongue-twister. 

NATURALNESS: 4 points.  Line 4 uses an archaic word ‘ye’ in an archaic construction. Even worse are lines 3 and 6, where the adjectives follow the nouns.

RHYTHM: 7 points.  Here Baker wisely matches his rhythm to the first stanza of the ST. In lines 2 and 4, however, the downbeats fall awkwardly on the weak words ‘to’ and ‘ye’.

SENSE	:  6 points.   The ST mentioned neither nymphs nor ‘fond and true’. Baker could argue, perhaps, that he found them in its subtext.. 

RHYME: 6 points   This is the average from 8 points for bed/head, 2 for nymphs/spring, and 7 for blue/true, with a bonus point for this clinching rhyme.
 
My overall assessment thus gives a total of 28, on a scale where a real success would score 40. Some critics might wish to dismiss it as a ‘mere adaptation’, reserving the term ‘translation’ for work of a high standard. But my attempts at quantification are more subtle than an either/or approach.

The most convincing, the most conclusive criticisms of any specific TT are those which prove that better options were available. I think there is proof enough is two more recent efforts, those of Frederick Kirchberger (1972, 2006) and Harold Heiberg (2006):

KIRCHBERGER					HEIBERG 
I will bed you so cool				I’ll pillow your head
In my velvet pool;				on mossy bed
Sleep in my chamber, the crystal deep.	In a small chamber, blue, 									cool and crystalline.
From far, from nigh,				Sing, currents strong,
Swell the lullaby,				a slumber song.
Help rocking and singing the 			Lull him, my lad, help him 	wand’rer to sleep.				find peace within.
					
Besides saying merely ‘those are better’, I can propose a comparative assessment:	
  
Criteria   Singability Naturalness Sense Rhythm Rhyme          TOTAL
Kirchberger      8	     7              8	        7	       8.7	     38.7	
Heiberg            7	     6              7	        7	       6.7	     33.7	
Baker	             5              4              6         7           6                  28





This article is not intended to deride past translators, but to assist future ones. Its conclusion is that the devising of singable translations — though more difficult than some have thought — can be facilitated by good strategic thinking and by the use of good tools and guidelines. 
The guideline most emphasized here is this: be flexible about the frequency and quality of rhymes.

According to Spaeth: ‘The ideal musical translator is not only a linguist, but a poet and a musician as well’ (Spaeth 1915: 298). That is true but unhelpful. Any translator can attempt a song. Those most likely to translate it well are already wordsmiths with experience in making rhyming verse, and with knowledge of singing. Such assets can be enhanced by studying fine writers of lyrics, such as (where English is the TL) W.S. Gilbert, A.J.Lerner, or Stephen Sondheim.  

A careful reading of theorist-practitioners Drinker and Kelly will help also. They urge beginners not to start at the beginning. Focus first, says Drinker, on ‘crucial words and phrases’ (1952: 237), and then solve the problem of the rhymes, early in the process. Only later should one should proceed to  ‘building the line behind the rhyme’ (1952: 240). This advice may seem obvious, but it was not obvious to many in the past!






1. Two articles on translating for surtitles are Sario & Oksanen 1996 and Low 2002. Though skilful, the rhyming English subtitles used for the film Cyrano de Bergerac (Rappeneau 1990) show how distracting this can be.

2. Even ‘glory’, although it translates no word of the ST, is a notion present in the subtext of ‘cieux’. The man who recorded this song pronounced ‘gather’ as ‘gaather’, thus raising the rhyme-score to 6.7 points (Graeme Allwright sings Brassens, 1985, Philips 824 005-1).  Despite the reduction in naturalness, this proved acceptable as a humorous effect.

3. Some hearers took the first word to be the subject of the verb — even before ‘softly’ became the name of a laundry product. 
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4. Interview met vertaalster Martine Bijl





Martine Bijl stond jarenlang zelf als cabaretière op het podium maar heeft inmiddels een nieuwe carrière opgebouwd in het vertalen van musicals. Na megaprojecten als Aida, The Lion King en Beauty And The Beast heeft ze nu haar tanden gezet in The Wiz.

Ben je blij dat je The Wiz mag vertalen?
Ik ben altijd blij dat ik mag vertalen, behalve wanneer ik een voorstelling heel lelijk vind. Dan weet ik ook niet wat ik ermee moet. Natuurlijk is de ene voorstelling me liever dan dan andere, maar verder maakt me eigenlijk weinig uit.’

Maar The Wiz is natuurlijk wel een enorme klassieker.
‘Ja, maar vergis je niet, het is een klassieker die heel veel mensen alleen maar als film hebben gezien. En dat terwijl ik de theaterversie veel leuker vind. Ik heb van de film het idee dat hij nogal snel gemaakt is; de vroegere versie met Judy Garland vond ik geslaagder. Diana Ross is een geweldige zangeres, maar voor Dorothy leek ze mij te oud. Volgens mij wordt de theaterversie beter. En sneller. En grappiger.’

Vond je het eng om hele bekende nummers als ‘Brand New Day’ te vertalen?
‘Neuh, niet zo. Ik heb ook eens een keer ‘Your Song’ van Elton John vertaald. Sommige mensen vonden dat schandelijk, die vonden dat je zo’n klassieker niet in het Nederlands om mag zetten. Ik vind dat onzin. Je mag alles vertalen, zolang je er maar niet met de pet naar gooit. Jan Rot heeft de Mattheus Passion van Bach in het Nederlands vertaald. Dat is brutaal. Maar waarom niet?’

Maar The Wiz hoort natuurlijk wel heel erg bij het Amerikaanse cultuurgoed?
‘Dat maakt me niet zoveel uit. Voor Nederlanders doet het er überhaupt niet toe, ik denk zelfs dat The Wiz hier niet eens zo bekend is. En dat hoeft ook helemaal niet:  leuk is leuk. Een Amerikaan zou ook naar Ja zuster Nee zuster moeten kunnen kijken. Als hij daar geen plezier aan beleeft, is het niet goed gedaan. Ik heb niet het gevoel dat ik met de vertaling het Amerikaanse erfgoed in stand moet houden. Ik moet zorgen dat het publiek een fijne avond heeft. En het is gewoon een heel leuk sprookje.’

Vind je het een moralistisch verhaal?
‘De meeste sprookjes hebben iets moralistisch en daar is niets mis mee. In dit geval draait het om het meisje Dorothy, dat in een vreemd land allerlei wonderlijke figuren ontmoet die uiteindelijk symbool staan voor haar eigen ontwikkeling. Niet iedereen zal dat zien overigens, maar voor de mensen die zich van die diepere laag niet zo bewust zijn, moet het óók een geslaagde voorstelling zijn. Dat is een mooie uitdaging voor mij.’

Hoeveel vrijheid krijg je van de Amerikaanse rechthebbenden in je vertaling?
‘Heel veel gelukkig. Vroeger was dat anders. Eigenlijk willen ze altijd dat je in het Nederlands precies hetzelfde zegt als in het Engels, en dat is niet te doen natuurlijk. Ik heb weleens moeten vechten voor mijn oplossingen.’

Hoe heb je die vrijheid in de loop der jaren afgedwongen?
‘Het klinkt een beetje zelfingenomen, maar dat heb ik met mijn werk gedaan. Iets anders had ik ook niet. Ze kennen mij niet, tenslotte. Maar in de loop der jaren hebben ze wel begrepen uit de recensies en de reacties van het publiek dat ik goed ben in wat ik doe. Nu laten ze me dus mijn gang gaan.’

Zij kunnen de vertaling natuurlijk moeilijk controleren.
‘Maar ze dóen het wel. Oh, dat gaat vreselijk. Ze krijgen van mijn vertaling weer een letterlijke vertaling in het Engels. En dat is op z’n zachtst gezegd niet bevorderlijk voor de poëzie van het geheel. Dan heb ik iets heel beeldigs geschreven met rijmen en binnenrijmen en dan zie je het letterlijk in het Engels staan, zonder ritme, rijm of niks,  en dan denk ik: ‘dit is wartaal’. Het is mijn ergste moment tijdens het vertaalproces.’

En wat is het mooiste?
Heb je tijdens het vertalen nog de hoofdrolspelers Nurlaila Karim en Danny de Munk in je hoofd gehad?
Ik heb de acteurs altijd in mijn hoofd. Het is voor mij het hoogtepunt van de hele klus als degene die het nummer moet uitvoeren blij is met mijn vertaling. Ik heb met hoofdrolspeelster Nurlaila haar slotnummer al doorgenomen en dat zong ze prachtig. Ze is slim en interpreteert de tekst zoals ik hem bedoeld heb. Meteen. Heerlijk.’

Vertaal je deze nummers anders dan bijvoorbeeld het zwaardere Aida?
‘Ja. Bij de vertaling van Aida zat ik vaak met mijn neus in de boeken, om te controleren of ik voor bepaalde goden wel de juiste naam gebruikte en zo. Bovendien beschouw ik de teksten van Tim Rice bijna als hogere poëzie, terwijl het in de liedjes uit The Wiz veel meer draait om de swing, de vrolijkheid, de klank.’ 

Is dat voor jou dan niet ondankbaarder?
‘Nee, dat is namelijk zeker zo moeilijk, en dus net zo bevredigend als het lukt. En in The Wiz kan ik weer veel grappen kwijt. Voor alle gezongen teksten geldt: je moet met de zangers rekening houden. Je kunt niet een woord als ‘angstschreeuw’ schrijven op een hele hoge noot, want zo’n woord valt domweg vanwege de klanken niet hoog te zingen. Het helpt enorm dat ik zelf altijd gezongen heb.’

Over welk nummer uit The Wiz ben je het meest tevreden? 





Ga je weleens met de acteurs in discussie?










Willeke Coenraats	-  -	Master thesis


^1	  I would like to mention that I do not believe in problems, but in challenges. A problem has a negative connotation in our society, while challenges help us to improve ourselves. That is why I look at it as challenges instead of problems, this way stimulating my own creativity concerning translation and getting more professional. However, since in the translation world usually the word ‘problems’ I will stick to this in this thesis, keeping in mind, though, that these really are challenges.
^2	  This is the name in the Dutch version.
^3	  This is the name in the Dutch version.
^4	  Although indirectly it often does tell something about the story as well.
^5	  Outside the theatre
